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Flying Safely Through the Cloud Cover

Prelude

Our Theme: Origami Birds
The art of origami originated in the 6th century in 
Japan, with paper cranes emerging as the number 
one choice for symbolising success, good fortune 
and the realisation of one’s heart’s desire. Some 14 
centuries, later the tragic yet inspiring story of Sadako 
Sasaki testifies to the strength of this belief.  Sadako 
was exposed to radiation after the nuclear explosion in 
Hiroshima which developed into leukaemia by the time 
she was 12. She started to fold 1,000 paper cranes in 
the hope that this would heal her. Somewhere along 
the way her wish became to heal the world instead. 
Today, Sadako’s statue stands at Hiroshima Peace 
Park, draped with 1,000 paper cranes as a symbol of 
peace and healing.

While peace is unlikely in the arena in which the OBS 
operates, our aim is to bring healing where it’s due.  
This report gives the reader a glimpse into this world 
and what we do on a daily basis.

Like twigs and leaves in a birds nest, this theme is 
woven throughout our report, proving, we hope you 
will find, how fitting the metaphor for 2021’s Annual 
Report is!  

In 2021, our world entered the second year of the 
Covid-19 pandemic (give or take a month or two) 
while South Africa’s Ombudsman for Banking Services 
(OBS) embarked on its 21st year of banking services 
dispute resolution.

While many clouds still circled the globe on the 
pandemic front, there were just as many encouraging 
signs, not least of all the development of several 
successful vaccines in record time.

For the OBS, signs were more than merely 
encouraging. In fact, 2021 can in hindsight be viewed 
as a very good year for the Office across all areas. 

In this report period, we closed the most annual cases 
in OBS history. This was undoubtedly due to our staff 
rising to the occasion, despite ongoing and trying 
circumstances such as continuing to work “outside the 
nest.” They proved their mettle by displaying the same 
excellent commitment and professionalism as ever, all 
with no staff resignations reported – high-fliers all, and 
truly a feather in their collective caps! 

To cap this off, the OBS was once again proud to 
report a clean bill of financial health, with our bank 
account showing a healthy net surplus due to an 
equally healthy prudence. 

In short, 2021 was a year in which the Office improved 
in every ambit of its brief. It flew above the cloud tops 
and saw blue skies beckoning, making our theme 
particularly apt.
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Vision
To be known as a trusted mediator of disputes, thereby 
increasing consumer confidence in the banking sector, 
and to proactively promote greater awareness of 
banking matters on the part of consumers.

 Fairness  Independence Professionalism Accountability Accessibility Timeliness

Independence

Service Standards
The Ombudsman and her staff are committed to the following values:

Mission
We are committed to resolving disputes that arise 
between Banks and consumers in the South 
African banking sector by providing a free, fair and 
independent forum for dispute resolution.

Introduction

3. The purpose of the independent Board is to:

• Ensure and protect the independence of 
the Ombudsman against improper pressure 
brought to bear by the Banks which fund the 
OBS;

• Ensure that the OBS is adequately resourced. 
The OBS must have sufficient human, financial 
and operational resources, funded by the 
participants in the scheme, to enable the Office 
of the Ombudsman to function efficiently;

• Appoint and renew the appointment of the 
Ombudsman;

• Receive and approve the Ombudsman’s 
Annual Report;

• Approve any changes to the Terms of 
Reference of the OBS; and

• Liaise closely with the Ombudsman on a 
regular basis.

4. The Ombudsman enjoys security of tenure. This 
means that the Ombudsman cannot be dismissed 
except in certain exceptional instances such as 
incompetence, gross misconduct or inability to 
effectively carry out her duties.

5. The Ombudsman is specifically not liable for 
dismissal on the grounds of handing down 
recommendations or rulings that are unpopular 
with either the Banks or consumer groups.

It is vital to the credibility and success of the 
Ombudsman for Banking Services (OBS) that it is - 
and is perceived to be - independent of the banking 
industry over which it has jurisdiction.

There must be no undue influence in this process by 
Banks, consumers or any other party.

The structure of the OBS ensures that it alone decides 
whether a Bank has acted fairly or unreasonably when 
investigating a complaint.

The Ombudsman is independent and impartial. Her 
independence and impartiality are ensured by several 
important factors:

1. The Ombudsman is appointed by an independent 
Board of Directors. She is not appointed by the 
Banks.

2. The independent Board of Directors has a majority 
of independent, non-executive directors, unrelated 
to or unconnected with, banking.
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Chairman’s
Report
Truly Earning Our Wings in 2021
Looking back on almost two years characterised 
by disruption and uncertainty, it would be remiss of 
me not to reflect on the progress and positives that 
emerged from this time of turmoil.  While we were 
spared the loss of staff members or close relatives due 
to the deadly pandemic, challenge upon challenge 
sharpened the OBS team’s edge and better prepared 
the office to continue reaching new heights through 
a singular combination of steadfast commitment and 
growing agility.

While time, tide and the Corona virus waited for no 
woman and man, Reana and her team’s workload 
continued to increase, with each member stepping 
up to the plate at every level, supported as much by 
strategic directives as by wellness initiatives.  

To this end, while the OBS’s bottom-line has never 
looked better, a top priority has been allocating funds 
to employ additional resources to accommodate the 
sky-rocketing number of complaints received and 
resolved. In this regard, it has been reassuring to see 
that, while continuing to break records, the team has 
yet to break their budget.

They have also consistently extended their expertise 
and understanding beyond pie charts and graphs to 
meet banking customers from all walks of life. In so 
doing, the OBS has assisted not only thousands of 
complainants by recovering an impressive amount 
of R19 460 479,24, but the greater banking public 
through ongoing financial literacy and education 
programs as evidenced by the R28 777 580 in AVE 
achieved. Increases in other statistics, from the 
number of calls fielded (41 880 ) to the record number 
of referral cases submitted to the banks (10 338), all 
reflect the impressive increase in performance of the 
office. 

The office deserves further kudos for the range and 
excellence of their stakeholder engagement - from 
their involvement in the establishment of a joint 
OBS/BASA Task Team to improve awareness of the 
office, to their contribution to the National Consumer 
Financial Education Committee. The ongoing 
interaction with National Treasury, the Ombud Council 
and colleagues from the Credit Ombud, Short-Term 
Insurance Ombud and Long-Term Insurance Ombud 
schemes also deserves mention. Many hours and a 
considerable amount of work have already paid off to 
set us on the path for a unified future.   

A highlight in this regard has been the much-
anticipated World Bank Diagnostic Report 

containing welcome recommendations regarding the 
establishment and independence of a new National 
Financial Ombud (NFO) representing the entire 
financial sector. The recommendation of the expert 
World Bank team is that this body is to absorb the 
work of the Banking, Credit, Long-term Insurance, 
Short-Term Insurance and JSC Ombuds, plus that of 
the statutory FAIS Ombud. The intention would be 
to extend cover to all financial providers regulated 
by the Prudential Authority/Financial Sector Conduct 
Authority and the National Credit Regulator. 

It is important for us to emphasize that a keyword 
here is “independent”. The report recommends that 
the NFO should be demonstrably independent - not 
only from the industry but also from the government, a 
sentiment with which the OBS Board agrees.

I anticipate the next step to be the official 
response from National Treasury to the report 
and recommendations, and at the same time the 
amalgamation project supported by the OBS, Credit 
Ombud, Long-Term Insurance and Short-Term 
Insurance Ombud schemes continue in line with the 
recommendations and discussions with the regulators. 

With all these achievements to their credit and endless 
challenges in the pipeline, one certainty in this time of 
continued fluctuation is that Reana, her team and the 
wider financial Ombud community will have their work 
cut out for them.

In closing, having looked back on the year that was 
and forward to the year that lies ahead, has made me 
realise anew how fortunate we are to have women and 
men of the calibre of the OBS team in our corner and 
in our industry. I want to thank each one of you for all 
your efforts.  I also take this opportunity to thank my 
fellow board members for their ongoing commitment 
and keen interest in guiding this organisation. 
Because ultimately it is the totality of continued quality 
contributions, both large and small, that create a 
bigger picture as encouraging as the one the OBS 
has created.  Well done – you have most certainly 
deserved your wings.

Advocate JF Myburgh SC                                                     
CHAIRMAN

“The heights reached and kept by great (wo)men were not attained by sudden flight, 
but they, while their companions slept, were toiling upward in the night.”  
Henry Wadsworth Longfellow [paraphrased]
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Ombudsman’s 
Report
It has been almost two years since the outbreak of 
Covid-19 and while its impact seems to drag, I also 
have the sense that time has flown.  From then until 
now, with the virus having wreaked havoc from Beijing 
to Boksburg and beyond, the so-called “new normal” 
has permanently affected life as we know it, from 
business up-starts to the banking ombudsman world. 

In times characterised by lows rather than highs, it 
may seem strange that  we chose origami birds as the 
theme for this Annual Report, but we have reached 
some surprising heights – hence the idea of flight and 
birds came to mind. In this report we will illustrate how 
we have taken our operation to new heights and that 
we have taken more consumers under our wing.    

Why did we choose birds? Curious and aware, 
birds are some of the most intelligent creatures on 
our planet. They are empathetic and social beings; 
capable of understanding vulnerability and seeking 
connection. They enjoy being leaders, teachers and 
learning new things.  Much, dare I say, like the Banking 
Ombudsman team.

The symbolic significance of folded paper and the 
impressive attributes of airborne creatures symbolised 
the OBS journey over the past year. 

“If you were born without wings, do 
nothing to prevent them from growing.”
Coco Chanel Paulo Coelho.

Virtual meetings become more familiar, and we 
started to appreciate the real benefits (minus 
the personal little connection). 2021 marked the 
successful conclusion of our second virtual AGM.  
Attendance was good and problematic issues 
absent. Our second virtual Annual Report launch 
was similarly successful. However, while we – 
semi-banking beings that we are – appreciated 
the considerable cost savings, we missed the 
opportunity to interact with colleagues and members. 

The OBS is extremely grateful to be able to report 
that in 2021 we again had a clean bill of financial 
health. Our financial position is exceptionally healthy, 
and we closed off the year with a net surplus of R6.9 
million (excluding the membership contributions 
received from members for 2022) in our bank 
account. Compared to a couple of years ago, this is 
not merely raising the bar, it shows every indication 
of intentionally working to ensure that we apply 
prudence to take us to higher levels. Our members’ 
support is unparalleled anywhere, dare I say in the 
world, and we owe each of them a huge thank you. 
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Operationally speaking
The detailed statistics will provide more insight into 
the workload and trends in banking complaints for 
2021. Some of the highlights were the 7% increase in 
cases opened while closed cases also increased by 
9% compared to the same period in 2020. Over the 
last two years the increase represents a 28% on cases 
opened and 29% on cases closed. The increase in 
referrals was 23% from 2020 and 120% from 2019. 
Our call centre responded to 41 880 calls, which also 
represented a 7% increase on 2020 and 60% on 2019. 
We have assisted in recovering or refunding complain-
ants with an amount of R19 460 479,24. Just these 
few statistics will explain why we needed to outsource 
some work, restructure, and work smarter, whilst also 
keeping a close eye on the bottom line.

The trend of the past decade continued as an analysis 
of most of the complaints that kept us busy reveals 
that fraud and theft by cyber fraudsters continue to 
plague banking customers. The top categories of com-
plaints, namely internet banking, current accounts and 
credit cards, are representative of the fact that fraud-
sters are targeting individuals through phishing emails 
and links, and vishing calls pretending to be from bank 
staff. The ATM complaints have dropped, and this may 
be because more consumers purchase goods online. 
Unfortunately, the criminals will follow the same trend 
to target their victims and we have seen new scams 
evolve, e.g., the fake post office email scam. 

Spreading our message
More than ever, our goal is to be known by banking 
consumers from all walks of life and locations, whilst 
at the same time educating consumers about banking 
matters. And so, undaunted by Covid-19 restrictions 
on face-to-face engagements, we are still committed 
to spread the messages through employing technolo-
gy to fulfil this crucial mandate, especially the warn-
ings about fraud. 

Social media platforms have enabled us to raise more 
awareness about our role and educate the public. Our 
Facebook page currently has 10 293 fans, and 4142 
consumers follow us on Twitter, while visits to our 
website have exceeded 27 700. 

Our new WhatsApp number continues to be very 
popular, with over 2000 messages being received and 
attended to on average each month!  Equally encour-
aging has been our AVE which amounted to R 28 777 
580 compared to R 19 930 106 for the same period in 
2020. Our goal remains to do more every year and to 
reach more consumers.  

Raising our stakeholder 
engagement 
The OBS remains an active member of the Internation-
al Network of Financial Ombudsman Schemes (INFO 
Network). In the past (and hopefully again in the future) 
the members from all over the world connected at an 
annual conference to share ideas, experience and best 
practices. Due to the pandemic the conference was 
postponed for a second year, but the INFO Network 
hosted valuable webinars and virtual meetings for its 
members. At the AGM in September 2021, I was nom-
inated as the Chair of the organisation, an exceptional 
honour and privilege. I wish to express my gratitude 
to all the South African schemes who are members of 
the organisation for their support. I am committed to 
doing everything in my power to ensure that we make 
a positive contribution for our members in SA and 
across the world. 

Closer to home, we maintained our regular interactions 
with member banks through bi-monthly meetings, 
the liaison meetings, presentations to BASA, and 
attending the Market Conduct and National Consumer 
Financial Education Committee meetings. 

The pandemic prevented us from holding the custom-
ary annual workshop, but we presented a webinar. 
We were fortunate that the Covid case numbers and 
restrictions dropped just in time to allow us to hold the 
annual awards function. The event was well attended, 
and we regard it as an important opportunity to con-
nect with the people that we deal with on a daily basis, 
but more so, to acknowledge exceptional work and 
commitment from individuals and teams. More details 
appear later in this report.   

A growing workload
“The Chinese use two brush strokes 
to write the word ‘crisis’. One brush 
stroke stands for danger; the other for 
opportunity. In a crisis, be aware of the 
danger – but recognize the opportunity”.  
John F. Kennedy

During the first few months of 2021, amidst ever-
changing and challenging lockdown rules, we 
efficiently attended to matters such as the annual audit 
by our external auditors, BEE certification, a POPIA 
Gap analysis, the drafting and collating of information 
for the Annual Report and strategy planning.

Balancing an ever-increasing workload, and remote 
working, we realised that after many years it was time 
for change. And so, to meet these changing business 
needs and improve productivity, we effected a number 
of strategic staff movements. The familiar Assess-
ments and Investigations departments were merged 
into one new Adjudications team headed by Neros-
ha Maseti. Over the course of the next few months 
qualified lawyers were appointed as independent 
contractors to assist with the caseload. Two call centre 
agents have been reassigned to the Case Process-
ing team and a new staff member appointed for the 
reception/call centre function. Edrich Buytendorp has 
moved laterally to become our Data, Information, and 
Operations Manager and he also heads up the Case 
Processing team. Ronel van der Merwe is bringing her 
vast experience to the quality control function where 
she heads up the reviews of the adjudications team’s 
work. These three managers have an impressive 46 
years’ experience between the 3 of them! Kwanda 
Vabasa remains the head of Communications and 
Shelley McMaster the HR Manager. 

These changes have resulted in the average caseload 
for admin staff being reduced to between 300 and 350 
from over 500 per person resulting in quicker response 
times and increased efficiency. The caseloads for 
the adjudication staff remained very high for most of 
the year, and they had to navigate dealing with both 
assessments and investigations. The individual targets 
also increased due to the high case numbers, and I am 
very proud to say that each of the adjudicators rose to 
the challenge. 

All about our people
“No (wo)man is an island entire of 
itself; every (wo)man is a piece of the 
continent, a part of the main.”  
John Donne

In our previous report, when we gave an account of 
the first year of the pandemic and remote working, we 
stated that we realised that we would have to em-
brace the new normal, and challenge existing models 
and ways of working. The productivity of our staff has 
continued to improve despite the challenging social 
and economic circumstances. From a management 
point of view, we allowed even more flexibility in order 
to achieve the desired results. However, the impact of 
mental and physical fatigue caused by the Covid pan-
demic remains a challenge to us all, both profession-
ally and personally. To this end, we have implemented 
several initiatives, from our Wellness Journey which in-
cluded a course on “Maximising Your Potential” to the 
Walking Our Way to Wellness physical challenges and 
a series of “Building a Legacy Mindset” workshops. 
I am pleased to report that these activities are much 
appreciated for helping to relieve stress, building resil-
ience and maintain connection amongst colleagues.

Underpinning these initiatives are HR’s four key pillars 
for 2021:  People, Performance, Compliance and 
Wellness. Let it be said that HR has been walking the 
talk and I will mention a few highlights.  Having com-
pleted the move to an electronic filing system as well 
as updating certain Policies, the department reached 
85%+ to target with the new Job Competency Profiles. 
The HR manager and two colleagues completed a 
very insightful and intensive online training course on 
Covid related issues in the workplace, presented by 
HWSETA (Wits University). We also concluded our 
annual Continuous Improvement survey, where we re-
quest staff to anonymously provide feedback on every 
aspect of their employment at the OBS. We are once 
again grateful to report that the survey identified very 
few issues for management to address while yielding 
mostly positive feedback and all indications are that 
we are well on our way to achieve our goal of being an 
employer of choice. 
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We continued to meet with the Credit Ombud and the 
two Insurance Ombudsman schemes, to develop a 
joint roadmap for the future, in line with the World Bank 
recommendations. We are pleased to report that we 
advanced on the road to the creation of a single-entry 
point for complaints for consumers. Three of our of-
fices are using the same telephony system and linking 
up with the fourth one, we were able to implement a 
seamless transfer of calls between the four offices, to 
alleviate any possible confusion and inconvenience. 
Next on our list is an analysis of the possible voluntary 
implementation of the recommendations by the World 
Bank team. 

Another significant milestone was the appointment of 
the first interim Chief Ombud, Ms Eileen Meyer, and 
the board of the Ombud Council in May 2021. Very 
soon after her appointment, we had our first engage-
ment with the interim Chief Ombud, and several more 
meetings followed to discuss the World Bank report, 
as well the important matter of applying for recognition 
in terms of the Financial Sector Regulation Act (FSRA), 
s194. The recognition of the FSRA, initially under the 
now repealed Financial Services Ombud Schemes Act 
37 of 2004, and extended by the Ombud Council on 
28 October 2021 according to the FSRA, s301(7), will 
end on 30 April 2022. We received the final invitation 
and application form to apply for recognition as an 
industry ombud scheme in December, and the submis-
sion date was 11 February 2022. 

Onwards and upwards
The impact of the pandemic has changed the way 
we do things, probably forever. In the face of this 
challenge, we have decided to channel our energy 
productively.  Every day we ask ourselves: “Am I 
being the best version of myself?”  What I have seen 
time after time these past two years, is how each 
member of my team has taken the time to pause, 
reflect and make the necessary adjustments - not just 
to improve themselves, but to become active agents 
of positive change in an arena where we consistently 
demand the best from the best.  For this, and for your 
passion and compassion, your professionalism and 
perseverance, for enabling the OBS to excel, I cannot 
thank you enough.

My management team deserves the highest praise 
of all. Without your passion and commitment to the 
work and the OBS, we would not have been able to 
achieve everything written about in this report and 
more. Every day you motivate, inspire and lead your 
teams by example, and you do the same for me. 
With all of you by my side, I look forward to finding 
our way through the clouds ahead, not matter how 
daunting they may seem. 

The OBS board members who provide me with 
guidance, whilst keeping an eagle eye over every aspect 
of the business, my sincere thanks. A special note of 
thanks must go to the Chairman, Adv John Myburgh 
SC, who remains keenly interested in the work we do, 
and our wellbeing - his regular personal interactions 
with me throughout the year have been invaluable. I am 
grateful that I will be able to rely on the guidance of my 
board and the Chairman as we approach an unknown 
and changing, but exciting, future.

The gift of giving
We remain committed not just to vulnerable complain-
ants who approach us with their banking problems, 
but to vulnerable fellow South Africans. We encourage 
the OBS staff to give back, and to this end, as part 
of our Mandela Day initiatives, we visited and con-
tributed non-perishable food to an orphanage on the 
East Rand.  We also signed up to assist Restore SA, a 
non-profit organisation aimed at assisting small busi-
nesses impacted by last year’s large-scale looting and 
we once again donated much-needed toiletry bags 
to the National Freedom Network, an NPO assisting 
victims of human trafficking. The donations were made 
possible through the generosity of staff, and I wish to 
thank each one for their contribution. 

Joining the dots – and the big-
ger picture
What was probably the most significant development 
in the financial Ombudsman world, was the release of 
the World Bank Diagnostic report. They recommend, 
amongst other things, the formation of a new non-stat-
utory NPO, encompassing the industries/work of the 
current Banking Ombudsman, Credit Ombud, Long-
term Insurance Ombudsman, Short-Term Insurance 
Ombudsman, JSE Ombud and the FAIS Ombud. 
We provided our written comments on the report to 
National Treasury and the report was published for 
comment. Further stakeholder engagements also took 
place, but at the time of writing this report, we have 
not received the official response from National Trea-
sury to the report and the detailed recommendations. 
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Case Statistics
Demographic Data
Based on information that the complainant is willing to disclose 
(6 678 complainants)
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Age
Percentage of Age Ranges of Complainants  

(all complainants whether they completed demographic section or not)

Complainants per Province
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Vulnerable Consumers Top Categories of Vulnerable Consumers
Age 70%

Life Event 22%

Disability 5%

Financial literacy 3%

Discrimination 0%

Top 5 Sub-categories of Vulnerable  Consumers
Age: 65-75 40%

Age:75-85 22%

Life Event: Retrenchment 17%

Age: 85+ 5%

Life Event: Death of partner/spouse 3%

Vulnerable Consumers per Category per Bank 

Age Life Event Literacy Disability Discrimination

ABSA 22 14 1 4 1

Capitec 36 4 2 1

FNB 21 10 1 2

Nedbank 20 12 1 1

Standard Bank 66 12 2 4

The Ombudsman for Banking Services (OBS) 
recognises that some banking customers with whom 
we engage, can be defined as “vulnerable consumers”. 
In 2021 the OBS classified 237 consumers vulnerable 
due to their personal circumstances.  As an alternative 
dispute resolution body, we have a duty and an 
obligation to ensure that appropriate mechanisms are 
in place to address the needs of vulnerable consumers 
when investigating complaints.

We fully support the growing international and local 
movement towards the identification of “vulnerable 
consumers” in the financial sector. We aim to ensure 
that this category of complainants receive all the care, 
protection and guidance that they may need.

A vulnerable consumer is defined as “someone who, 
due to their personal circumstances, is especially 
susceptible to detriment, particularly when a firm is not 
acting with appropriate levels of care”.

When banks design products and services that do 
not consider the needs of vulnerable customers, 
there is a risk that these consumers may suffer harm 
due to their needs not being met from the start of 
any engagement. Inequality of bargaining power 
has become an accepted rationale for the enacting 
of consumer protection legislation to regulate the 
financial services industry. The greater emphasis on 
fair and appropriate outcomes for financial services 
consumers provides the foundation for this new way 
of thinking. It is accepted that a “one size fits all” 
approach is no longer good enough; instead, the 
individual consumer’s needs must be considered.

Financial service providers are expected to provide 
consumers with appropriate products and services 
and a level of care that has due regard to the 
capabilities of the consumers in question. The level of 
care that would be deemed appropriate for vulnerable 
consumers may be different from that which would 
suffice for other consumers. It is crucial that financial 
firms acknowledge this and implement processes 
and procedures to cater for the needs of vulnerable 
consumers, as these customers may face a significant 
risk of harm.

There is not as yet a definitive list of criteria for 
determining who is a “vulnerable consumer” as this is 
still an evolving concept. In compiling our categories of 
vulnerable consumer, we had due regard to the types 
of complaints we have dealt with over many years as 
well as to international precedents.
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Conduct Standards: 
Treating Customers Fairly

Complaint about accessi-
bility of funds, charges or 

switches between financial 
product or services

Complaint about advice to 
financial customer

Complaint about customer 
service, staff conduct, 

payments processing and 
breaches to confidentiality

Complaint about design of 
financial product or service 
including fees and charges

Complaint about 
disclosures to and 

information provided to 
financial customer

Complaint about 
performance of financial 

product or service

Complaint about customer 
services

ATM 180 1 442

Business Finance 1 38 21 1

Car Finance 80 165 136 207 20

Covid-19 78 27

Credit Cards 1 25 234 257 204 36

Credit Information Dispute 14 10 282

Current Account 3 4 149 555 496 47

Debit Orders 9 142 21 59 24

Estates & Trust 12 128 36

Foreign Exchange 18 2

Insurance 1 164 21 3

Internet Banking 17 1 75 79 1216 22

Investment 2 20 5 34 89 1

Mortgage Finance 3 37 96 244 256 13

Over Counter Disputes 13

Overdraft 1 4 41 20 5

Personal Loans 36 273 417 123 55

Safety Deposit 1

Savings Account 4 19 146 304 9

Suretyship 2 2

Grand Total 14 44 187 1356 2253 3913 272

Conduct standards for banks were set up in terms of  
The Financial Services Regulation Act 9 of 2017. This 
regulatory framework enables the Financial Sector 
Conduct Authority (FSCA) to critically and urgently 
supervise the market conduct of the banking sector 
in South Africa, in accordance with its mandate, 
as outlined in the Financial Sector Regulation Act. 

In terms of Section 8 of the conduct standards for 
banks, the bank must establish, maintain and operate 
an effective and adequate complaints management 
framework to ensure the fair treatment of consumers. 
It further sets out 9 categories into which complainants 
should be categorised. Below are the categories 
captured by the OBS:
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Case Statistics 2021 
2019 2020 2021

Walk-ins 326 153 82

Referrals 4 709 8 389 10 338

Formal cases opened 6 472 7 720 8 257

Formal cases closed 6 333 7 472 8 150

Calls received by Call Centre 26 970 39 239 41 880

The OBS opened a record number of complaints in 2021. Openings increased by 7% year on year and 28% 
from 2019. Closures increased by 9% from 2020 and 29% from 2019. The amount of walk-in complainants went 
down even more. This however cannot be attributed to Covid 19 or the office not being fully operational. Our 
doors are open 5 days a week for walk-in complainants. Our call centre received 7% more calls in 2021 than in 
2020. All of the above indicate the increase in reach the OBS marketing campaigns have had over the past year.

Total assets per bank: R6 782 173 166

2019 2020 2021

Standard Bank 1 402 549 148 1 545 916 434 1 610 775 290

First Rand 1 259 588 037 1 405 743 531 1 441 824 011

ABSA 1 155 041 631 1 285 842 062 1 393 478 296

Nedbank 1 050 746 157 1 124 427 262 1 113 596 492

Other 931 220 897 1 031 306 356 1 016 184 020

Capitec Bank 117 049 399 139 652 594 1 76 108 574

Discovery Bank 15 207 143

Bidvest Bank 11 499 677

Tyme Bank 3 499 663

Cases Opened per Bank

2019 2020 2021

Standard Bank 1 127 1 572 2 070

Capitec Bank 763 1 259 1 651

FNB 1 707 2 197 1 452

Nedbank 1 094 1 220 1 273

ABSA 1 483 943 1 068

African Bank 151 255 285

Tyme bank 3 24 233

Bidvest Bank 91 102 90

Discovery 4 75 55

Investec 16 21 25

Ubank 14 15 17

Sasfin 3 4 10

Mercantile 4 9 8

Ithala 2 2 7

Finbond Mutual Bank 1 5 3

GroBank 2 3 2

Albaraka 1 0 2

First Rand 2 4 2

HSBC 1 2 1

Bank of Beroda 0 1 1

Standard Chartered 0 0 1

PostBank 0 0 1

GBS Mutual 0 0 0

Grindrod 0 0 0

VBS 0 0 0

Citibank 0 0 0

State Bank of India 2 4 0

HBZ 1 0 0

Habib Overseas Bank Ltd 0 2 0

Bank of China 0 1 0

Total 6 472 7 720 8 257
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Cases Opened per Category

2019 2020 2021

Current Account 12% 19% 16%

Internet Banking 18% 13% 19%

Credit Cards 15% 11% 9%

Mortgage Finance 8% 8% 8%

Personal Loans 11% 11% 11%

ATM 13% 9% 7%

Car Finance 8% 6% 8%

Estates and Trusts 1% 1% 2%

Credit Information Disputes 3% 3% 4%

Insurance 1% 2% 2%

Debit Orders 3% 4% 3%

Savings Account 3% 4% 7%

Investment 2% 2% 1%

Overdraft 1% 1% 1%

Business Finance 1% 1% 1%

Covid-19 Related 0% 2% 1%

How Cases Were Closed in 2021

% in favour of 
bank

Number of 
cases 

% in favour of 
complainant

Number of 
cases 

Total Number 
of cases 

ATM 78% 486 22% 135 621

Business Finance 66% 39 34% 20 59

Car Finance 77% 457 23% 140 597

Covid-19 66% 68 34% 35 103

Credit Cards 65% 485 35% 264 749

Credit Information Dispute 62% 187 38% 117 304

Current Account 68% 918 32% 429 1347

Debit Orders 61% 155 39% 100 255

Estates & Trust 53% 87 47% 78 165

Foreign Exchange 45% 9 55% 11 20

Insurance 70% 126 30% 53 179

Internet Banking 88% 1236 12% 172 1408

Investment 75% 103 25% 33 136

Mortgage Finance 71% 450 29% 183 633

Over Counter Withdrawal 77% 10 23% 3 13

Overdraft 70% 49 30% 21 70

Personal Loans 71% 638 29% 257 895

Safety Deposit Box 100% 1 0% 0 1

Savings Account 78% 376 22% 104 480

Suretyship 100% 4 0% 0 4

Grand Total 2021 73% 5884 27% 2155 8039

2020 72% 5221 28% 2009 7230

Internet banking complaints increased by 6% year on 
year. 45% of these complaints were brought against 
Capitec and 20% against Standard Bank. Mobile 
banking made up 25% of this category whilst phishing 
attacks were still the most prevalent with 41% of 
internet banking complaints. 

Current account complaints were the second highest 
category of complaints opened by the OBS. Of 
these, 44% were service-related complaints, 40% 
were fraud related, 14% were due to some sort 
of maladministration on the part of the bank and 
2% of these complaints related to debt stressed 
complainants. 

ATM complaints keep decreasing as people move 
away from ATM banking. These are down a further 2% 
and 6% from 2020 and 2019 respectively. 
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Cases Closed per Department

2019 2020 2021

Case Processing  
(settled by Bank after case opened)

14% 12% 12%

Adjudication 86% 88% 88%

Amounts Recovered for Consumers (Total R19 460 479,24)
Patrimonial awarded 10 982 150,93

Patrimonial offered 8 165 150,30

D and I awarded 245 807,11

D and I offered 67 370,90

How the Complainant Learned of the OBS

2019 2020 2021

Word of mouth 43% 38% 33%

Through the bank 22% 21% 29%

Other 13% 19% 23%

Radio 13% 11% 4%

Newspaper 2% 3% 3%

Search Engine/Google 0% 0% 3%

Television 4% 4% 2%

Social Media 0% 0% 2%

Magazines 1% 1% 1%

Referred by other organisation 2% 3% 0%

How the 8039 Cases Were Resolved

2019 2020 2021

The complainant withdrew the case 29 (0,47%) 34 (0,47%) 24 (0,3%)

The complaint was fully upheld 1085 (17,7%) 1255 (17,4%) 1276 (15,9%)

Only a portion of the complaint was upheld 314 (5,12%) 542 (7,5%) 363 (4,5%)

The complaint was not upheld 4417 (72,01%) 5179 (71,6%) 5846 (72,7%)

No award was made, but information provided 288 (4,7%) 220 (3,03%) 530 (6,60%)

Period from Opening to Closing of Files

2019 2020 2021

Closed within 0-2 months 63,73% 45,52% 47,48%

Closed within 2-4 months 31,33% 41,51% 41,60%

Closed within 4-6 months 4,00% 10,92% 9,79%

Closed within 6-9 months 0,82% 2,05% 1,13%

Closed after 9 months 0,00% 0% 0%

Service Standard Targets

2019 2020 2021

Percentage of files closed in 4 months 95% 87% 89%

Percentage of files closed in 6 months 100% 97,95% 98,87%

Average days to closure (including weekends) 58 66 69

Average days to closure (business days) 41 46 47
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Case  
Summaries
Eagle-Eyed Investigations

1. Prescription…. Your Time is up Mr Banker

The complainant concluded a loan agreement with the 
bank on 8 November 2011. The complainant lodged 
a claim with our office as he was of the view that 
his account had prescribed on 30 August 2020. He 
lodged a dispute at Experian credit bureau and raised 
a defence of prescription. The bank then dismissed his 
claim.

The bank advised our office that it reviewed the matter 
and could confirm that prescription did not apply. 
The bank contended that the complainant was not 
disputing the debt but was raising prescription, which 
can be regarded as an Acknowledgement of Debt, 
therefore prescription was interrupted.

We engaged the bank on the matter and advised them 
that we were not in agreement that when a person 
raises prescription as a defence, it is considered an 
acknowledgment of debt and therefore prescription is 
interrupted.

We had to draw the bank’s attention to the provisions 
of the NCA.

The National Act specifically prevents a Credit Provider 
from collecting funds on a prescribed debt. In terms 
of Section 126B of the NCA, Prescription is a valid 
defence raised in any application or demand and valid 
in our law:

 It caters for a situation where a debt is indeed 
prescribed, but a debtor gets ‘trapped’ into a payment 
or acknowledges debt.

The provision states that prescription will apply had 
the consumer reasonably been aware of the defence 
of prescription when contacted.

We therefore considered the bank’s argument flawed in 
law. The debt in our view had prescribed and that the 
bank could not continue to collect on this debt.

The bank accepted our position in this regard and 
closed its file.

Principle:  

Banks must ensure that they comply with 
their obligations in terms of the NCA in 
respect of prescription. Banks are not 
allowed to collect on a debt that has 
prescribed in law.
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3. Bank’s Failure to Adhere to a Court Order2. Incorrect Payment:  
Bank’s Failure to Act Timeously/Customer Service Breakdown

The complainant, who was a pensioner, visited the 
branch and advised his private banker that he had 
made an erroneous payment into a third-party account 
(which was also held with the bank).

The private banker established that the beneficiary 
account was held with FNB. The funds cleared before 
she could action a reversal, so she took the initiative 
and contacted the beneficiary account holder. She 
advised him that the funds were paid into his account 
erroneously and requested his consent to reverse the 
funds.

It must be noted that the funds were credited to the 
beneficiary’s savings account and he immediately 
transferred the funds to his credit card account. The 
banker requested him to move the funds back to his 
savings account so as to allow the bank to process 
the debit/reversal. The beneficiary account holder 
agreed and moved the funds back from his credit card 
to his savings account. However, before the bank 
could process the debit, he moved the amount of R38 
500.00 back to his credit card.

It was ascertained that there was a 7-hour time lapse 
from when the third party moved the funds back to his 
savings account to when he changed his mind and 
moved it back to his credit card. Whilst acknowledging 
the consultant’s  pro-activeness when she initially 
assisted the complainant, we couldn’t ignore that, 
given the urgency of the matter, specifically with these 
types of customer complaints, had she immediately 
reversed the transactions after the beneficiary account 
holder returned the funds to his savings account, or 
at the very least actioned the reversal by the close of 
business on the 30 January 2020 (4pm) and moved the 
funds back to his savings account, the complainant 
would have not suffered a loss of R38 500.00. It is 
our view that the private banker certainly had a duty 
of care to action this matter as a matter of urgency 
or give it the priority that it warranted on the day in 
question.

Further, from a customer service perspective, it is 
noted that the bank failed the complainant in this 
instance. No follow-up was done by the private 
banker with the customer to provide him with the 
status of his complaint / request. The complainant 
called the branch on the 13 March 2021; instead of 
informing him that the recall request was not possible, 
the bank requested him to complete an online recall 
form, thus giving him the impression that there was 
still a possibility that he could get his money back. 
To aggravate matters, this form was only sent to the 
reversal department on 10 April 2021. The bank’s 
actions most certainly caused the customer a fair 
amount of distress and inconvenience.

It was therefore recommended that the bank 
reimburse the loss in full. The bank accepted our 
recommendation in this regard.

Principle: 

When placed in a position to mitigate a 
customer’s loss, the bank has an obligation 
to ensure that it does all that is necessary to 
assist the customer. Any failure on the part 
of the bank will result in the bank being held 
liable for the loss that it was in a position to 
prevent. 

One of the directors of a company obtained an order in 
the High Court instructing the bank to place a hold on 
the business account of the company until such time 
that all three of the directors had been appointed as 
co-signatories on the business account.

After consideration of the information provided by 
both parties, it was concluded that our office would 
not be able to make a decision in respect of the bank’s 
liability in so far as the R600 000.00 was concerned. 
The prospect that funds were not utilized for the 
benefit of the company could not be eliminated. It was 
therefore the position of the office that the claim for the 
sum of R600 000.00 was better suited to a court.

Our office however made an award of R50 000.00 
against the bank for the distress and inconvenience 
that was suffered by the complainant as result of the 
bank’s failure to adhere to a court order. We could not 
lose sight of the fact that there would not have been 
any dispute had the bank complied with the court 
order that was obtained. 

Cognisance was given to the severity of the bank’s 
failure in this instance: we were of the view that 
the bank had to acknowledge this failure and take 
responsibility for the consequences of its actions.  In 
our experience with investigating disputes involving 
the validity of mandate on a business account, the 
bank is quick to point out that in the absence of a 
court order, the bank would not be able to freeze an 
account. In this instance, the customer complied, went 
through the inconvenience of obtaining a court order, 
and the bank still failed him. He had to now go through 
the further inconvenience and the unnecessary 
costs of obtaining the services of an attorney to 

proceed against the bank via our courts. All of this 
inconvenience could have been avoided had the bank 
not been negligent and adhered to the court order.

The bank initially refuted our recommendation, firstly 
on the grounds that our office did not have the 
jurisdiction to make such a finding as the matter was 
better suited to a court, and secondly the bank stated 
that should it be found that the bank be liable for 
payment of the R600 000.00 and the legal costs by a 
court of law,  the complainant would be enriched at 
the expense of bank should it also be ordered to make 
the distress and inconvenience award of R50 000.00 
to the complainant.

Both grounds of the bank’s objection were rejected 
by our office as they were without merit. We remained 
of the view that the bank caused the complainant 
severe distress and inconvenience and had to take 
accountability. The bank eventually accepted our 
position and compensated the complainant with the 
sum of R50 000.00 for the distress and inconvenience 
caused.

Principle:

Banks have a legal duty to ensure that they 
comply with a court order. Whilst each case 
is adjudicated on the specific facts, if a bank 
fails to comply with a court order, the bank 
will have to be held accountable for the 
prejudice that is suffered by its customer as 
a result of its failure.
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4. Wrong Bank Card Noted on 
the Complainant’s Profile

The complainant, a 65-year-old pensioner, was a 
victim of card swapping at an ATM.

He contacted his banker immediately and requested 
his card to be stopped. However, transactions totalling 
a sum of R29 160.00 went off his account.

The complainant advised that on the day in question 
he immediately stopped the card at the ATM using his 
ID number. The bank however stated that he stopped 
the “wrong card”. The customer advised that he did 
not understand the bank’s contentions in this regard, 
as he only had “one card”.  Our investigation into the 
complaint ascertained that the card number that was 
noted on the ATM when the complainant reportedly 
“stopped” the card was in fact the customer’s old 
cheque card number. He subsequently upgraded his 
account and was issued with a new card; however, 
the new card was not listed under his profile at the 
ATM. It was tabled with the bank that it is reasonable 
to expect an old card to be removed from your profile 
once a new card is issued, especially under the profile 
for “stop card” at the bank’s ATM.  It was therefore our 
recommendation that the bank should reimburse the 
loss in full.

The bank accepted our position in this regard and 
refunded the complainant in full.

Principle: 

It is reasonable banking practice for a 
bank to ensure that its customer’s profile 
is updated and is a correct account of the 
banking profile held with the bank.

5. International Transfer Debacle
The complainant queried the time taken by the bank to 
respond to and action her request for an international 
transfer. The complainant stated that it took the bank 
from 21 February 2020 to 3 March 2020 to effect 
the requested transfer. As a result of the delay, the 
complainant suffered a loss of R162 025.29 due to 
exchange rate fluctuations. 

The bank submitted that their service level agreement 
requires a customer’s request to be acknowledged 
within 24 hours. The bank advised that the consultant 
should have acknowledged the request and 
communicated the process to the customer within 24 
hours. 

The bank further submitted that the service level 
agreement for overseas transfers provides a 
turnaround time of a minimum of three working days to 
a maximum of five working days. 

The customer provided the requested documents on 
27 February 2020. The consultant was on leave and 
she had noted a stand-in on her email out-of-office 
notification. 

The bank concluded that if the complainant had 
forwarded her completed documents to the 
consultant’s stand-in on 27 February 2020, the 
complainant could have personally avoided a further 
loss in the exchange rate. 

The customer requested the international transfer 
on 21 February 2020 (Friday) at 14h22. This request 
should have been acknowledged within 24 hours, 
being 24 February 2020 (Monday) at 14h22. 

 The consultant only acknowledged the request four 
days later, on 27 February 2020 (Thursday) and in 
addition to acknowledging the request, attached the 
required documents for completion by the customer, in 
order to action the request. The consultant then went 
on leave. The complainant emailed the consultant the 
completed documents on the night of 27 February 
2020. At this stage the consultant was already out of 
office. 

We drew the bank’s attention to the initial delay in 
acknowledging the request, which in our view was 
the essence of our argument. The request for the 
transfer was made by the complainant on 21 February 
2020 (Friday) - according to the SLA, this request 
should have been acknowledged by 24 February 2020 
(Monday). We were therefore of the view that had 
the bank abided by its own process, the bank would 
have been provided with the completed documents 
to proceed with the transfer on the evening of 24 
February 2020 (Monday), and would have noted 
receipt of same on the morning of  25 February 2020 
(Tuesday), prior to the consultant going on leave.  

 Furthermore, we noted that once the consultant 
returned from leave she would have been able to 
process the request and confirm the rate on the very 
next day. 

Therefore we held that had the consultant acted 
timeously herein and in accordance with the SLA, 
she would have noted receipt of the documents on 
25 February 2020 and the request would have been 
processed and the rate confirmed on 26 February 
2020 (Wednesday). 

It was evident in this instance that the transfer could 
have been finalised within 3 days. The only reason that 
the process took longer was due to delays on the part 
of the bank and it is unfair to prejudice the customer 
for the bank’s failure to follow its own SLA. It was on 
this basis that we recommended that the customer be 
given the benefit of the exchange rate on 26 February 
2021. The bank accepted our recommendation and an 
amount of R162 025.29 was refunded to the customer. 

Principle: 
If a bank fails to adhere to its own internal 
process which consequently causes the 
customer to suffer a loss, the bank would 
need to take accountability for that loss and 
place the customer in the position he/she 
would have been in, had the bank followed 
the correct internal process.

6. MasterCard Rules: No 
Authority to Debit

The complainant wanted the bank to reverse an 
amount of R38 700.00 from his account.

This amount was debited by a car rental company. The 
bank engaged with the car rental company and was 
informed that the amount was in respect of a towing 
charge. The rental company had to tow the vehicle due 
to the complainant allegedly abandoning the vehicle. 
The rental company relied on its terms and conditions 
to justify its actions in this regard.

The bank relied on the response received from the 
rental company to state that it was unable to reverse 
the charge. The bank submitted that the complainant 
concluded a contract with the merchant in this 
instance and was bound by terms and conditions. 
Further, that it was impossible for the car rental 
company to have determined the towing fee/accident 
repairs at the time the rental agreement was signed. 

The MasterCard Rules were considered by our office 
and in terms of 3.12 which deals with charges for 
Loss, Theft or Damages, irrespective of what the 
contract states, the merchant must ensure that an 
estimated cost of the damage must be communicated 
to the customer and his specific authority to debit his 
account with that specific amount must be obtained. 
In our view, the mischief behind this rule would be 
to ensure that a customer is given an opportunity to 
dispute the amount if he wishes and the opportunity 
to follow the car rental company’s internal dispute 
process before his account is debited. 

If we had to accept that the car rental company 
would be allowed to debit the account without 
communicating the estimated cost of damages/repairs 
and without obtaining his specific consent, then this 
would mean that Avis would be allowed carte blanche 
to debit a customer’s account with whatever sum 
they deem fit for damages/repairs – surely this cannot 
be. We also must be mindful that should a customer 
not give consent or not reach agreement in terms of 
the quantum for the damages or disputes and any 
damage all together, the rental company is not without 
recourse and will be at liberty to pursue the matter via 
our courts.

In this instance, we maintained that when the 
chargeback was raised with the bank, the bank was 
supposed to request the rental company to provide 
proof of compliance with clause 3.12 of the rules.

After much debate, the bank accepted our position 
and reversed the debit. 

Principle: 

Banks must ensure that they are aware of, 
and comply with, the MasterCard Rules 
when a dispute is received from a customer 
in respect of a merchant; this will result in 
the correct resolution of the dispute.
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7. Judgement Obtained by 
the Bank Incorrectly – 
Complainant Passed on Whilst 
Matter was Being Investigated

The matter was initially considered by our office in 
2016. Based on the information that was provided by 
the bank at that point, a no prospect assessment was 
done.

Essentially, the complainant contended that the 
bank obtained judgement incorrectly and attached 
and wrongly sold his vehicle as he did attend to the 
payment arrangements in place.

Fast forward to 2021: the complainant once again 
approached our office requesting assistance and 
provided confirmation that judgement should not have 
been taken against him as he made payment at the 
time. The complainant advised this office that the issue 
had caused him severe distress and inconvenience 
over the years and negatively impacted his health. He 
advised that his vehicle was repossessed whilst he 
was still left with an outstanding balance that he had to 
pay despite no longer having the asset.

In this instance, not only did the bank wrongly take 
judgement against the complainant, it took the bank 
years to acknowledge their mistake and to date has 
not done anything to rectify the error / mistake. The 
complainant therefore suffered a severe injustice at the 
hands of the bank prior to his demise.

Whilst the matter was being investigated by our 
office, the complainant passed away. The bank sent a 
communication confirming his demise and requested 
us to close our file.

In light of the complainant’s passing, we could no 
longer consider the complaint and had to close the file. 
The complainant’s estate however had a claim against 
the bank. The executor of the estate would have to 
lodge a dispute with our office should they wish to 
pursue this matter further.

We were however of the view that the bank had a 

responsibility to contact the executor and settle 
the matter with the complainant’s estate. This was 
communicated to the bank.

We advised the bank that, had we proceeded with the 
matter, our recommendation to the bank would have 
been as follows:

The bank would not have placed the complainant in 
the position he would have been in, had the bank not 
incorrectly taken judgment. We would have therefore 
proposed the following solution:

That the bank find a suitable replacement vehicle 
to the same value as the outstanding balance and 
reinstate the credit agreement prior to the judgment 
taken or;

The bank should obtain an expert opinion on the 
value of the vehicle prior to the sale and determine if 
the value was more or equivalent to the outstanding 
balance and adjust the balance according to the actual 
value of the vehicle.

It was our suggestion that in addition the bank should 
rescind the judgment at its own costs, and further, 
in light of the severity of the bank’s actions and the 
consequences suffered by the complainant (six years 
passed before the bank acknowledged the error and 
agreed to rescind the judgment), we are of the view 
that an award of R20 000.00 for the distress and 
inconvenience suffered should be considered.

The bank accepted our recommendation in this 
regard. R20 000.00 was paid into the deceased’s 
estate last account and wrote off the amount from the 
outstanding balance as per option 2 above.

Principle: 

If a payment arrangement is concluded and 
is adhered to by the complainant, the bank 
cannot proceed with judgment. Further, it 
must be noted that it is never too late to right 
a wrong.

8. Failure to Follow Correct 
Inter-bank Fraud Reporting 
Procedure

The complainant, who was 86 years old, fell victim 
to internet banking fraud. She compromised her 
confidential information to a third party, and as a result 
she suffered a loss of R48 500.00.

Our investigation ascertained that whilst the 
complainant was negligent as she compromised 
her banking details, her bank failed to follow the 
correct inter-bank reporting procedure as per SABRIC 
guidelines. SABRIC issued a document which detailed 
the correct contact information for the respective 
banks when a bank needs to report internet banking 
fraud.

In this instance, the complainant’s bank reported 
it to the wrong department at the beneficiary bank 
(another bank). As a result, the funds were depleted 
by the beneficiary by the time the fraud was eventually 
reported to the correct department at the beneficiary 
bank.

It was our finding that the customer’s bank would need 
to reimburse the customer in full.

The bank accepted our recommendation and actioned 
a full refund.

Principle: 

Inter-bank processes are in place in the 
Internet Banking Fraud space to ensure that 
banks are able to mitigate a customer’s loss 
if it is in a position to do so; it is therefore 
very important that these processes are 
followed.

9. Lost Cheque   
The complainant deposited a cheque to the value of 
R36 000.00, made out in his favour, from the United 
States Treasury, at his local branch. Subsequent 
hereto and before the cheque was credited to the 
complainant’s account, the cheque was lost in transit. 

The complainant wanted the bank to refund him the 
value of the cheque.

The bank admitted that they lost the cheque but was 
not willing to credit the complainant’s account to the 
value of the cheque. The bank relied on Section 67(1) 
of the Bills of Exchange Act which provides that if 
a cheque is lost in transit or in the branch, it will be 
treated as a lost remittance and as the cheque was 
never paid, the customer/complainant is not entitled to 
the funds until the cheque is paid by the Drawee Bank.

The usual process is that the client will request the 
Drawee Bank to place a stop payment on the lost 
cheque and to issue a replacement cheque if the initial 
cheque has not yet been paid.

On receipt of the complaint, our office requested 
the complainant to provide proof that he had been 
communicating with the party who issued the cheque. 
The complainant relied on old communication with the 
issuer and was not willing to make new contact with 
them.

The bank contacted the issuer who confirmed that 
they would credit the complainant’s account if they 
were satisfied that the cheque has not been cashed. 
From the communication the bank had with the issuer, 
it became clear that the complainant was not without 
recourse and he could still pursue the value of the 
cheque with the issuer.

Our office did however feel that the complainant 
suffered distress and inconvenience due to the bank 
losing his cheque. When making awards for distress 
and inconvenience our office expect customers to:

• Be moderately robust in the way in which they deal 
with a problem; 

• Take responsibility for ensuring that their financial 
affairs are in order in the ordinary course of the 
transactions concerned;

• Bear the ordinary and normal degree of inconve-
nience associated with correcting an unexpected 
problem; and 

• Take reasonable steps to minimize the inconve-
nience suffered. 
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Our office does not agree with  making liberal awards 
for distress and inconvenience. These awards  are 
assessed very conservatively by our office and are not 
awarded for the enrichment of the complainant, but 
are meant as a  humble token of goodwill to appease 
and alleviate the discord between the bank and the 
customer. Furthermore, awards for distress and 
inconvenience are only made in a minority of cases, 
considering the merits of the case. 

Our office made a recommendation of R3 000.00 for 
distress and inconvenience and the bank agreed to our 
recommendation.

Principle:

A failure on the part of the bank does not 
automatically result in compensation for 
a bank customer: in addition to proving 
negligence / maladministration on the part 
of the bank, a customer must be able to 
prove that as a result he/she suffered a loss. 
If no loss is suffered, there are no grounds 
for a finding in the complainant’s favour. 
However, if the customer suffers a degree 
of distress and inconvenience as a result of 
the bank’s actions, the bank will be required 
to compensate the customer for the distress 
and inconvenience caused. 

10. Covid-19 Relief Or Covid-19 
Burden?

The complainant held a loan account at the bank. In 
April 2020, after receiving a SMS notification from 
the bank, the complainant replied that she required 
payment relief. The bank granted the complainant a 
3-month payment holiday between April 2020 and July 
2020.

Upon the complainant making applications at three 
other banks for a home loan during May and June 
2020, the applications were declined for various 
reasons. One of the applications was declined on the 
basis that the complainant was under debt review.

The complainant queried this with her bank, who 
informed the complainant that the loan account was 
restructured as a result of the Covid-19 payment relief 
being granted for the period April 2020 to July 2020. 
The loan account payment type on the complainant’s 
credit bureau profile was accordingly changed to 
“DEBT UNDER RESTRUCTURE”.

It was agreed by the banking industry that Covid-19 
payment relief should not have a negative impact on 
consumers.

The bank furnished our office with proof that the 
changes to the payment type were done in accordance 
with the guidelines provided by the South African 
Credit and Risk Reporting Association (“SACRRA”) 
and our office also determined that two other banks 
followed the same reporting process.

The OBS found that although the bank did not 
specifically inform the complainant of the change to 
her credit bureau profile as a result of the Covid-19 
relief being granted and the payment structure and 
term of the loan being changed, there was no evidence 
of any adverse classification or default listing in 
respect of the loan account on the complainant’s 
credit bureau profile.

There was no evidence placed before our office to 
indicate that the home loan applications were declined 
as a result of the payment type on the complainant’s 
credit bureau profile being changed to “DEBT UNDER 
RESTRUCTURE”.

We therefore could not make a finding in the 
complainant’s favour to amend the listing on her credit 
bureau profile.

Principle: 

Customers should not be negatively 
impacted by Covid-19 payment relief if they 
adhere to the terms thereof. 

11. Agree To Disagree
The complainant defaulted on repayment of the 
minimum monthly instalments due and payable in 
terms of an overdraft credit facility held at the bank. 
The bank instituted legal proceedings against the 
complainant and obtained a default judgment. In terms 
of the default judgment, the complainant is liable for 
payment of legal costs on a party-and-party scale.

The bank debited legal costs totalling R7 948.76 to the 
overdraft facility account between August 2021 and 
October 2021.

Our office recommended to the bank that they remove 
the legal costs from the overdraft facility account, 
as there was no legal basis for the bank to debit 
these costs to the overdraft facility account in the 
absence of the bank being able to furnish proof that 
the complainant agreed to make payment of same, or 
that the legal costs were taxed on a party-and-party 
scale in accordance with the default judgment granted 
against the complainant.

The bank responded to the recommendation and 
provided the complainant with two options: Option 
1 is for the complainant to agree to make payment 
of the legal costs totalling R7 948.76, whereafter the 
legal costs will remain debited to the overdraft facility 
account. Option 2 - if the complainant does not agree 
to payment of the legal costs, the bank will reverse the 
legal costs debited to the overdraft facility account and 
have a bill of costs taxed by the Taxing Master.

Principle: 

Legal costs may only be debited to an 
account should the debtor agree to making 
payment of same; alternatively if the legal 
costs have been taxed by the Taxing Master.

12. Penalty After Extra Time
The complainant invested an amount of R600 000.00 
into a fixed deposit account held at the bank on 17 
June 2020. The complainant approached the bank on 
05 November 2021 and was advised that should he 
withdraw the funds from the fixed deposit account, 
a penalty fee would be charged by the bank, as the 
withdrawal constituted an early withdrawal of the 
invested funds.

The complainant requested the bank to waive the 
penalty fee as the fixed deposit amount was reinvested 
without his consent.

The bank furnished our office with the record of advice 
in terms whereof the complainant was informed on 17 
June 2020 that the maturity date of the fixed deposit 

account would be 17 June 2021. The record of advice 
also indicated that the complainant was informed 
that the fixed deposit account would be automatically 
renewed for the same term should no instructions be 
received by the bank prior to the fixed deposit maturity 
date. The bank also furnished our office with proof of 
notifications being sent to the complainant prior to the 
fixed deposit maturity date as well as after the fixed 
deposit amount being reinvested by the bank.

Our office concluded that no instructions were 
provided to the bank prior to the fixed deposit maturity 
date or within a reasonable time thereafter. The 
bank was accordingly entitled to reinvest the fixed 
deposit amount and charge a penalty fee should the 
complainant elect to withdraw the funds.

The complainant elected to withdraw the funds and 
the bank charged the penalty fee. The penalty fee was 
offset to a certain degree with the interest earned on 
the investment account after same being reinvested by 
the bank.

Principle: 

It is the responsibility of the customer to 
provide the bank with timeous instructions 
in respect of investment accounts, failing 
which the bank will act in accordance with 
their contractual obligations.
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13. Take Note When You Reply To 
An Email – It May Not Be Read

The complaint had a credit card with the bank. He 
paid R30 000.00 towards the credit card and received 
a notification of payment from the bank’s info email 
address. The following day he replied to the payment 
notification email instructing the bank to close the 
credit card account. The account was not closed 
and nine days later he fell victim to a phishing scam. 
Transactions totalling R30 428.15 were processed from 
the account. 

The bank argued that the customer was a victim of 
a scam, and they cannot be held liable for the loss. 
The bank further argued that their info email address 
which the complainant used to send an instruction to 
close the account is not monitored and an automated 
response was sent to the complainant advising him 
accordingly. The bank could not provide evidence that 
an automated message was sent to the complainant. 
There was no evidence that the complainant was 
made aware his instruction to close the account was 
not actioned by the bank. The bank accordingly settled 
the matter by paying the claimed amount of R30 
428.15.

Principle: 

Banks should always place their customers 
in a position to make an informed decision, 
clear communication is therefore imperative.

14. Careful Of New Phishing 
Scams – And Carefully Read 
Your Notifications From The 
Bank (OTP Details)  

The complainant had packages waiting for collection 
at the Post Office. He received a notification on email, 
which appeared to be from the post office, with a link, 
advising that the packages were at the post office, and 
he needed to pay a “collection fee” of R42.50. 

He pressed on the link and inserted card details to 
make the payment. He received the OTP and inserted 
the OTP in the link. A few seconds later he received a 
notification from the bank that an amount of R16 428 
had been debited from his account. He reported the 
matter to the bank and the bank repudiated the claim. 

Our office found that the complainant was phished, 
and he inserted his details on a fake Post Office 
website. When the OTP was delivered to his cell 
phone number, he did not read the whole notification 
and merely inserted the OTP. Had he read the whole 
notification, he would have realised it was not a R42.50 

payment to Post Office, but a CHF 1000 payment to 
Bigo.live. Unfortunately, he unknowingly authorised 
the fraudulent transaction and we could not find any 
maladministration on the part of the bank. Accordingly 
we could not make a finding in the complainant’s 
favour.

Principle: 

Banking customers have a duty to 
ensure that they carefully read their SMS 
/ OTP Notifications before authorizing a 
transaction. Failure to do so, will result in the 
bank customer being held responsible for 
the loss that is suffered. 

15. Debt Review “By Accident”  
The Bank Still Has To Comply 
With The Act. 

The complainant contacted a debt counsellor merely 
to make enquiries about debt review. The debt 
counsellor contacted the bank and advised that 
the complainant had successfully applied for debt 
review.  The debt counsellor requested the bank to 
cancel all debit orders and made a payment proposal 
to the bank. The bank accepted the proposal and 
the complainant’s accounts were placed under debt 
review. 

The complainant subsequently queried the debt 
review status on his credit profile advising the debt 
counsellor that he did not apply for debt review.  The 
debt counsellor sent an email to the bank informing 
the bank that the debt review application was 
erroneously approved and submitted.  The bank in turn 
requested a clearance certificate and/or court order 
since the accounts were already under debt review 
as per their agreement with the debt counsellor and 
as required in terms of the NCA. We could not find 
maladministration on the part of the bank. The debt 
counsellor submitted a proposal, and the proposal 
was accepted by the bank and communicated to the 
debt counsellor. The bank had to comply with the legal 
process before removing an account from debt review. 
The complainant’s recourse was against the debt 
counsellor.

Principle: Banks cannot be held liable for 
the negligence/maladministration of a third 
party. Bank has a duty to comply with its 
obligations in terms of the NCA.

16. Prescribed Debt For Vehicle 
Finance: Who Has The Right 
To Natis Documents?

The complainant held a vehicle finance account with 
the bank. He last made payment towards the account 
in 2010 and therefore the debt had prescribed. The 
complainant had been requesting the bank for the 
Natis documents, however the bank refused and 
requested that the complainant make an offer to settle 
the account. 

The account statements provided by the bank 
confirmed that the account had never been settled 
and that an outstanding balance remained. It was 
also noted that the complainant last made payment 
towards the account in 2010. There was no evidence 
that prescription was interrupted and therefore we 
confirmed that the debt had prescribed in 2013. 

The prescription of the debt means that the bank 
cannot proceed with any legal action for the recovery 
of the debt (outstanding balance). However, the debt 
was never settled and therefore the bank remained 
the legal title holder of the vehicle. Ownership of the 
vehicle cannot pass until such time as the full amount 
owing to the bank had been settled in full. 

Although the bank’s claim in terms of the instalment 
agreement had prescribed, their claim against 

the vehicle had not prescribed. It was held by the 
Supreme Court of Appeal, in the case of Absa Bank v 
Keet, 2015, that even though the monetary debt had 
prescribed, the bank still had a claim over the thing, 
being the vehicle. The bank therefore legally has a right 
to claim return of the vehicle as they remain the legal 
title holder. 

We therefore were unable to recommend that the 
bank release the original Natis documents to the 
complainant. The bank however was willing to engage 
with the complainant and consider a fair amount that 
would need to be paid in order to transfer ownership. 

Principle: 

A bank customer cannot expect to be 
unjustifiably enriched in respect of a debt 
that he/she did not settle. Fairness and 
reasonableness work both ways. 
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Communications, 
Consumer  
Education 
& CSR 
“Marketing is really just about sharing your passion.”  
Michael Hyatt

Spreading Our Wings – Spreading Our Message
The key purpose of our marketing endeavours has always 
been to establish and maintain lasting relationships with 
audiences covering the spectrum from major banks and 
disgruntled customers to wide-ranging stakeholders. This 
is, of course, easier said than done, particularly in the era of 
Covid where change is the only constant and we are forced 
to continually adapt to a normal that is no longer new.

Having said that, we also believe that if nothing is certain, 
anything is possible – a notion that is borne out by our 
positive results on the PR, marketing and communications 
front. Despite the fact that the Corona virus all but put paid 
to face-to-face engagements, we not only accomplished 

our goals; we increasingly raised awareness of and 
educated the public about our free dispute resolution 
service.  

Our commitment, and one of the secrets of our 
success, is that while our aims are high, we meet our 
audiences where they are. We don’t believe in one size 
fits all; we identify and optimise appropriate platforms 
and engage at levels attuned to specific needs and 
wants for the good of all concerned. 

All of this is much more than just lip service; it has 
become an exact science with measurable outcomes.

17. Debt Review Listing – When 
Can You Exit Debt Review?

The complainant successfully applied for debt review 
and a debt rearrangement order was granted in June 
2019. In July 2021, the complainant obtained an order 
from the Magistrates court, declaring that he was no 
longer overindebted. Based on this order, he requested 
his credit providers remove his debt review listing. 

The bank refused to remove the listing and relied 
upon the Debt Review Withdrawal Guidelines which 
provided that the only way to exit debt review after a 
court order is granted rearranging the debts, is by way 
of a clearance certificate. 

During our investigation, consideration was given 
to the case of Van Vuuren v Roets and Others 
(37407/2018) [2019] handed down by the High Court, 
and upon which the withdrawal guidelines were based. 

As per the judgment and the guidelines,  where 
no debt rearrangement order has  been granted, 
a consumer/debt counsellor may apply to the 
Magistrates court for an order declaring the consumer 
no longer overindebted. 

In this instance, a consent order was granted by the 
National Consumer Tribunal (NCT). In terms of section 
152 of the National Credit Act 34 of 2005, an order 
granted by the Tribunal has the same force and effect 
as a High Court order. Therefore, it can be concluded 
that a consent order granted by the NCT in respect of 
the rearrangement of a consumers debts, constitutes 
a court order, and therefore the only way to exit debt 
review thereafter is by way of a clearance certificate in 
accordance with section 70.

Considering the law, case law and the facts of the 
matter, we were unable to instruct the bank to remove 
the listing unless a clearance certificate could be 
provided. 

Principle: 

Banks have a legal duty to ensure that they 
comply with the law. A finding cannot be 
made against a bank where it can show that 
it acted in accordance with its legal duty and 
where it can show that it did not act unfairly 
or unreasonably.  

18. Who Must Pay The Bond After 
Divorce?

The complainant held a joint bond with her ex-
husband. The parties had been divorced in 2019 and 
in terms of the divorce settlement agreement the 
property was to be transferred to the complainant. The 
complainant was therefore requesting that the bank 
remove her ex-husband from the bond account. 

Our office noted that the divorce settlement agreement 
was not binding on the bank. The agreement was 
between the complainant and her ex-husband. To 
give effect to the terms of the agreement in respect 
of the bond account, the complainant who was to 
take over repayment of the bond, was to submit an 
application to the bank for substitution of debtor. 
Such an application will be treated by the bank as 
a new credit application and in so doing the bank is 
required to assess affordability in accordance with the 
provisions of the National Credit Act 34 of 2005. The 
complainant would therefore only be successful with 
the substitution if she was able to solely afford the 
bond repayment. 

Principle: 

Banks cannot be held accountable in 
respect of contracts that it was not a party 
to. In an instance where there is a joint bond 
and one bond holder wants to take over the 
bond, a substitution of debtor application 
will have to be made, and will only be 
granted if the customer qualifies for the debt 
in terms of the affordability assessment that 
is required by the NCA.
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Corporate Social
Responsibility 
Initiatives

AVE
At any given period, the Advertising Value Equivalency (AVE) is the benchmark by which we measure the success 
of our PR efforts. We are pleased to report that our AVE figures have, year on year, been considerably higher 
than our annual PR budgets.

For the period under consideration (2021), we amassed an AVE of R28 777 580 with an estimated circulation/lis-
tenership/viewership standing at an impressive 469 180 654 people reached. This represents a major jump from 
the R19 930 106 AVE for 2020 and 303 335 698 people reached in the previous year.  

Social Media
Our social media presence has intensified considerably over the past year. Facebook impressions grew by 
121.5% from 2020 and our Facebook page currently has more than 10 755 followers. Our Twitter followers 
have grown from 2 600 in 2020 to 4 133 in 2021. While these numbers may appear low, we are pleased with our 
progress, particularly when compared to the statistics of organisations performing a similar function.  As the new 
but favoured option for customers wanting to lodge complaints or enquire about our services, our WhatsApp 
platform has been very active, averaging between 50 to 100 messages daily. 

Communications &  
Consumer Education  
Report 
Our stakeholders continued to play a key role in ensuring that we execute our mandate to educate and raise 
consumers’ awareness about bank related products and issues. By invitations from our stakeholders, we part-
nered with the Financial Sector Conduct Authority as well as the National Credit Regulator to participate in their 
respective webinar consumer education initiatives. We also remain active members of the National Consumer 
Financial Education Committee (NCFEC) where we continue to serve on the PR and Marketing subcommittee.

A selection of toiletries packed by OBSSA staff members to 
support Fountain of Love orphanage.

Emmanual Kwakye-Agyekum,  Gerrit  van der Merwe and 
Shelley-Anne McMaster proudly display the items they 
packed on Mandela Day.

Beyond Our Own Nest: Giving Back to Communities
perishable items and goods such as groceries, baby 
food and toiletries towards this most worthy cause.

We also signed up to assist Restore SA, an NPO 
aimed at providing small businesses impacted by the 
looting in KZN and Gauteng, by connecting owners 
with experts offering their skills and mentorship 
support free of charge. 

Last but not least, our female staff members 
generously contributed much-needed toiletry bags to 
the National Freedom Network, an NPO committed 
to rescuing and assisting victims of human trafficking 
activities and situations.  

I want to extend a heartfelt thank you to our staff 
for their contributions and support. Our desire is to 
continue to support causes that make a significant 
positive difference in our communities – leaving the 
world a better place and our team with a growing 
glowing feeling.

While the definition of Corporate Social Responsibility 
- the actions undertaken by corporations with the 
intention of providing positive social value – has 
become somewhat of a no-brainer, recent research 
indicates that this brand of giving also benefits 
the mind of the giver. According to the website 
medicalnewstoday.com, acts of generosity have a 
positive effect on brain function, reducing stress and 
anxiety, and leaving the giver with a warm glow. 

While our CSR initiatives have certainly improved our 
team’s mental wellness, what ultimately matters is that 
they improves lives, and we are proud to announce 
that they have.  

In keeping with our tradition to participate in the 
Mandela Day activities, we decided to support 
Fountain of Love, an orphanage on the East Rand 
which feeds 51 children from the age of two and runs 
a soup kitchen for needy community members twice a 
week.  We contributed generous donations of non-

“The true measure of any society can be 
found in how it treats its most vulnerable 
members.”  Gandhi  
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Our People
 

Birds of a Feather - Taking Care of Our Flock
While generally referred to as  “HR” - the abbreviation 
for Human Resources - the Covid pandemic has also 
turned it into a rather appropriate acronym for Help 
Required - and the challenge of a lifetime for our 
department.

The impact of Covid has changed the way we do 
things, possibly forever. Everyone in the OBS family 
has felt the unrelenting pressure to embrace change 
and move out of comfort zones that we may never 
see again. It is the role of the HR department to lend 
a helping hand in navigating this treacherous territory; 
identifying and addressing challenges before they be-
come crises.  After all, our people are our most valued 
asset, which is why we have to continuously up our 
game in order to maximise their potential by caring for 
their wellness.

Proof positive of this commitment is our agile ap-
proach to the so-called “new world of work”, amongst 
other things by equipping our team for the game of 
life. To this end, we have taken the decision to channel 
our energy productively in the face of any challenge, 
urging our team to ask themselves every day: “Am I 
being the best version of myself?”  If not, they should 
pause, reflect and make the necessary adjustments 
towards a better, happier emotional space.  

The success of this strategy is evident in an inspiring 
variety of milestones on our road to professional and 
personal success.

“Life keeps throwing me stones. And I keep finding the diamonds.”  
Ana Claudia Antunes
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Building a Legacy 
A main item on our development agenda was Building a Legacy Mindset, a three-part training intervention pre-
sented by an outsourced consultant, aimed at giving staff members a deeper understanding of the crucial role 
they must play in becoming their best selves which, in turn, adds priceless value to the OBS as an organisation. 
Staff members who completed the course found much value in reflecting on their personal strengths, values and 
purpose.

Continuous Improvement
We also completed the annual Continuous Improvement Survey to obtain staff members’ perspectives on areas 
of improvement and development for the business.  We were pleased to receive mostly positive feedback, with 
few issues for management to action. This information was collated, and the full report and comments released 
to staff.

Missions Accomplished
One of our biggest challenges has been the adaptation of our organisational structure to accommodate an 
increasing workload amidst pandemic restrictions while meeting business demands and maximising human 
capital.  

To this end, the Assessment and Investigation Departments were merged into one Adjudication Department 
under the able leadership of Nerosha Maseti, with communications manager Kwanda Vabaza, an experienced 
investigator, assisting with objections and the mentoring of junior adjudicators.  

Ronel van der Merwe has become our new full-time Quality Assurance Manager.  Her role is to improve the 
quality of the work in the adjudication team, amongst other things by helping the adjudicators to identify areas of 
potential training needs and other systemic issues.  

Two Call Centre staff members and one from Communications were moved to Case Processing, which is now 
headed by Edrich Buytendorp.  

Last but not least, we welcomed a new receptionist and appointed five contractors to the adjudication team to 
alleviate the pressure on the case load.

On top of all this, we completed our transfer to an electronic filing system for HR personnel files and other doc-
umentation; updated our laptop and Covid policies to comply with legislation such as POPIA; successfully final-
ised the mid-year and November performance discussions utilizing our new Job Competency Profiles; obtained 
approval for our WSP (Workplace Skills Plan) and the ATR (Annual Training Plan) from the Bank SETA; achieved 
BEE certification and successfully dealt with an inspection by the Labour Department to ensure compliance with 
the BCEA.

  

On a Personal Note
On 4 August 2021, Valerie Pitse, PA to the CEO, gave birth to a little girl, and on 18 August, Manishka Moodley 
from the Adjudications team welcomed a baby boy.  Ladies, we wish you and your families every happiness with 
your bundles of joy!

In closing, and in acknowledgment of all the new beginnings initiated in the past year, we are proud of each staff 
member for not merely surviving, but thriving.  And we give ourselves a pat on the back for going the extra mile 
on the OBS’s journey to becoming an “employer of choice.”

Wellness Journey
We are particularly proud of the success of a two-year Wellness Journey underpinned by the company’s stra-
tegic goals and HR objectives. The aim of the project was threefold: for our team to improve their work and 
personal well-being and experience increased personal connection, while simultaneously boosting productivity. 

Part and parcel of the challenge were specially designed items such as the Wellness Passport, Boarding Pass 
and an Itinerary based on “destinations” ranging from Physical Fitness and Maximising Potential to Healthy 
Cooking and Financial Wellness.  On completion of each event, staff members received passport stamps, and on 
concluding the project it was clear that this journey is yet another success story in the history of the OBS. 

Long Service Awards
One of the highlights of our Annual Awards function was the handing out of long service certificates. The fact 
that our people stay translates into increased experience, a wealth of knowledge and expertise, as well as 
institutional memory. We celebrate and congratulate the following staff members for an impressive 50 years of 
combined commitment and excellence:

5-year Service Awards:

 

Charne Willemse Lisbeth Mokhachane Nqobile Ngwenya Tamaren ten Oever

15-year Service Awards:

Ronel van der Merwe Nerosha Maseti 
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Communications
OBS People
Case Processing

Edrich 
Buytendorp
Data, Information and Operations 
Manager

Barry  
Thabani  
Hlabangana 
Administrator:  
Case Processing

Tumelo  
Babusi 
Administrator:  
Case Processing

Lisbeth  
Mokhachane
Team Leader: 
Case Processing

Charne 
Willemse
Administrator:  
Case Processing

Botshelo  
Rapodile
Administrator:  
Case Processing

Karin  
van Rooyen
Info, Corporate Services  
and Communication  
Co-Ordinator

Nqobile  
Ngwenya 
Administrator:  
Case Processing

Kwanda 
Vabaza
Manager:  
Communications

Mpho  
Sejabeng  
Call Centre Agent

Cylvia  
Tladi
Team Leader: 
Call Centre

Boitumelo   
Mpitsang 
Call Centre Agent

Wandile  
Shabangu 
Call Centre Agent

Karin  
van Rooyen
Info, Corporate Services  
and Communication  
Co-Ordinator

Irene  
Moloi 
Office Cleaner 
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Shared Services
Reana 
Steyn 
Ombudsman  
and CEO

Valerie 
Pitse   
Personal Assistant  
to Ombudsman / CEO

Ronel 
van der Merwe 
Manager: Quality Assurance

Shelley-Anne 
McMaster
Manager: HR

Zelda 
Standing 
Financial Manager

Juanita 
Muller
Assistant  
Financial  
Manager

Adjudications
Nerosha  
Maseti 
Manager:  
Investigations

Siyabonga  
Ledwaba
Adjudicator

Bonita  
Hughes  
Adjudicator

Frans 
Maja
Adjudicator

Adriaan 
Du Plooy 
Adjudicator

Tamaren 
Ten Oever 
Adjudicator

Alison  
De Bruin
Adjudicator

Dhirishka  
Maharajh 
-Ramnarayan
Adjudicator

Gerrit 
van der Merwe
Adjudicator

Manishka 
Moodley 
Adjudicator

Emmanuel 
Kwakye
-Agyekum
Adjudicator
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Jacqueline Retief 
Individual winner of Category B

Investec Bank
Category B winners

The Standard Bank Team
Category A winners

Gabriel Vila Da Mota 
Individual winner of Category A

Tamaren Ten Oever  
OBS Staff Member of the Year Award

OBS
Annual 
Awards
Over a period of twenty years, the OBS team and 
their counterparts in the dispute departments in the 
banks have worked very hard to perfect a streamlined 
dispute resolution process for the benefit of the bank-
ing public. It ensures that most banking disputes are 
resolved, as opposed to consumers having to resort to 
complicated and expensive litigation. 

It is in recognition of the very important role that the 
banks play in cooperating with the Ombudsman for 
Banking Services in executing its mandate, that the 
OBS annually honours banks and their staff for their 
excellent service and performance during the past 
year, as judged by the Ombudsman’s office. 

The annual awards were held 
on Friday 26 November in 
Johannesburg. 
The measurable standards for the banks reflect the 
OBS values to enable us to honour our promise to 
deliver free, impartial and speedy dispute resolution. 

There are two categories - A and B - to differentiate 
between the banks with bigger volumes of complaints, 
and the banks with relatively low numbers. The criteria 
for both categories are:

• Quality of the written response of the bank to 
the office in response to a specific complainant

• The response time, and

• The overall fairness of the response.

In category A, which includes ABSA, FNB, Nedbank, 
Standard Bank and Capitec, the winning bank for 
2021 is Standard Bank. For category B, the winner is 
Investec Bank.

Outstanding effort by individuals is also recognised 
with an award for bank staff members who impressed 
with their consistent excellent service. In this category, 
the following criteria are applied: 

1. Treating all complainants with equal dignity and 
respect and affording all complaints the necessary 
level of attention;

2. Providing prompt and efficient service to the com-
plainants and the OBS;

3. Initiating and/or improving measures and/or ser-
vice level agreements to enhance his/her bank’s 
level of service in complaints handling; and

4. The individual must be knowledgeable about his/
her bank’s products, services and processes, in-
cluding internal complaints handling mechanisms 
as well those of the OBS.

The winners are Gabriel Vilar Da Mota from Standard 
Bank in Category A and Jacqueline Retief from Tyme 
Bank  in Category B.

“It is a pleasure for the OBS to award Standard Bank 
and Investec Bank, and bank employees Gabriel and 
Jacqueline for excellence in dispute resolution. Their 
outstanding contributions over the past year must be 
recognised and celebrated.”  

The last award of the day was awarded to an OBS 
staff member who, as judged by fellow employees, 
represented the OBS’s internal and cultural values, 
such as growth, striving for excellence, good customer 
service, empathy, enthusiasm and a positive outlook - 
especially at a time when this was needed, mostly due 
to the negativity cast by the pandemic. The 2021 OBS 
staff member winner is Tamaren Ten Oever. 

Our High Flyers for 2021 “Congratulations to Tamaren on a 
well-deserved award for the positive 
attitude you always displays as well 
as your continued willingness to be of 
assistance to the complainants and 
fellow staff members alike,” Reana 
Steyn concluded.
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Directors 
Adv John 
Myburgh 
Chairman

Marguerite 
Jacobs

Wendy 
Knowler

Doris 
Tshepe

Michael 
Hart

Felina 
Fernandez

Motlatsi 
Molefe

Darren 
Beyers
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Director’s  
Responsibilities 
The directors are required by the Companies Act of 
South Africa No 71 of 2008 to maintain adequate 
accounting records and are responsible for the content 
and integrity of the annual financial statements and 
related financial information included in this report. It is 
their responsibility to ensure that the annual financial 
statements satisfy the financial reporting standards 
with regards to form and content and present fairly the 
statement of financial position, results of operations 
and business of the company, and explain the trans-
actions and financial position of the business of the 
company at the end of the financial year. The annual 
financial statements are based upon appropriate ac-
counting policies consistently applied throughout the 
company and supported by reasonable and prudent 
judgements and estimates.

The directors acknowledge that they are ultimately 
responsible for the system of internal financial control 
established by the company and place considerable 
importance on maintaining a strong control environ-
ment. To enable the directors to meet these responsi-
bilities, the directors set standards for internal control 
aimed at reducing the risk of error or loss in a cost 
effective manner. The standards include the proper 
delegation of responsibilities within a clearly defined 

framework, effective accounting procedures and ad-

equate segregation of duties to ensure an acceptable 

level of risk. These controls are monitored through-

out the company and all employees are required to 

maintain the highest ethical standards in ensuring the 

business is conducted in a manner that in all reason-

able circumstances is above reproach.

The focus of risk management in the company is 

on identifying, assessing, managing and monitoring 

all known forms of risk across the company. While 

operating risk cannot be fully eliminated, the company 

endeavours to minimise it by ensuring that appropriate 

infrastructure, controls, systems and ethical behaviour 

are applied and managed within predetermined proce-

dures and constraints.

The directors are of the opinion, based on the informa-

tion and explanations given by management, that the 

system of internal control provides reasonable assur-

ance that the financial records may be relied on 

for the preparation of the annual financial statements. 

However, any system of internal financial control can 

provide only reasonable, and not absolute, assurance 

against material misstatement or loss. The going-con-

cern basis has been adopted in preparing the financial 

statements. Based on forecasts and available cash 

resources the directors have no reason to believe that 
the company will not be a going concern in the fore-
seeable future. The financial statements support the 
viability of the company.

The annual financial statements have been audited by 
the independent auditing firm, Ngubane and Company 
(Johannesburg) Incorporated, who have been given 
unrestricted access to all financial records and related 
data, including minutes of all meetings of the share-
holder, the directors and committees of the directors. 
The directors believe that all representations made to 
the independent auditor during the audit were valid 
and appropriate. The external auditor’s qualified audit 
report is presented on pages 62 to 64.

The annual financial statements set out on pages 9 to 
22, and the supplementary information set out on page 
23 which have been prepared on the going concern 
basis, were approved by the directors and were signed 
on 9 March 2022 on their behalf by:

Approval of annual financial statements

                                                     
Advocate JF Myburgh SC

                                                     

M Hart

Director’s Report
The directors present their report for the year ended 31 
December 2021.
1. Review of activities

Main business and operations
Ombudsman for Banking Services was incorporated in South Africa with interest in the Banking industry. The 
company operates in South Africa

The annual financial statements have been prepared in accordance with International Financial Reporting Stan-
dard for Small and Medium-sized Entities and the requirements of the Companies Act of South Africa No. 71 of 
2008. The accounting policies have been applied consistently compared to prior year.

The operating results and statement of financial position of the company are fully set out in the attached financial 
statements and do not in our opinion require any further comment.

2. Directors

The directors of the company during the year and up to the date of this report are as follows:

Directors Nationality

Advocate JF Myburgh SC South African

FA Fernandez South African

M Hart South African

M Molefe South African

WL Knowler South African

DU Tshepe South African

DC Beyers South African

M Jacobs South African

3. Directors’ interest in contracts

During the financial year, no contracts were entered into which directors or officers of the company had an inter-
est and which significantly affected the business of the company.

4. Events after reporting date

The directors are not aware of any matter or circumstance arising since the end of the financial year to the date 
of this report that could have a material effect on the financial position of the company.

5. Going concern

The directors believe that the company has adequate financial resources to continue in operation for the foresee-
able future and accordingly the annual financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis.

The directors have satisfied themselves that the company is in a sound financial position and that it has access 
to sufficient borrowing facilities to meet its foreseeable cash requirements.

The directors are not aware of any new material changes that may adversely impact the company. The directors 
are also not aware of any material non-compliance with statutory or regulatory requirements or of any pending 
changes to legislation which may affect the company.
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1. Tax exemption

The company is a Public Benefit Organisation as set out in section 30(3) of the Income Tax Act No. 58 of 1962. 
In terms of Section 10(1)(cN) of the Income Tax Act, receipts and accruals of any Public Benefit Organisation 
approved by the Commissioner in terms of Section 30(3) of the Act are exempt from income tax.

2. Independent Auditors

Ngubane and Company (Johannesburg) Incorporated were the independent auditors for the year under review.

At the AGM, the shareholders will be requested to reappoint Ngubane and Company (Johannesburg) 
Incorporated as the independent external auditors of the company and to confirm Nomathamsanqa Ashom as 
the designated lead audit partner for the 2022 financial year.

3. Secretary

The company designated secretary is Corporate Law Services (Pty) Ltd. 

Postal address
P.O. Box 77550  
Centurion  
0046

Business address
Central Office Park No. 4 
257 Jean Avenue  
Centurion  
0157

Company 
Secretary’s 
Report
For the year ended 31 December 2021
In terms of section 88(2)(e) of the Companies Act, 71 of 2008, as amended, I certify that, to the best of my 
knowledge and belief, the company has lodged with the Companies and Intellectual Properties Commission 
(CIPC) for the financial year ended December 2021 all such returns and notices as are required of a public com-
pany in terms of the Act, and that all such returns and notices are true, correct and up to date.
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Independent 
Auditor’s 
Report
To the Members of the Ombudsman for 
Banking Services South Africa 
Report on the audit of financial statements

Opinion
We have audited the financial statements of Ombudsman for Banking Services South Africa set out on pages 9 

to 22, which comprise the statement of financial position as at 31 December 2021, and the statement of profit or 

loss and other comprehensive income, statement of changes in equity and statement of cash flows for the year 

then ended, and notes to the financial statements, including a summary of significant accounting policies and 

other explanatory information.

In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of 

Ombudsman for Banking Services as at 31 December 2021, and its financial performance and cash flows for the 

year then ended in accordance with the International Financial Reporting Standard for Small Medium Enterprises 

and the requirements of the Companies Act 71 of 2008 of South Africa.

Basis for Opinion
We conducted our audit in accordance with International Standards on Auditing (ISAs). Our responsibilities under 

those standards are further described in the Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements 

section of our report. We are independent of the Ombudsman in accordance with the Independent Regulatory 

Board for Auditors’ Code of Professional Conduct for Registered Auditors (IRBA Code) and other independence 

requirements applicable to performing audits of financial statements in South Africa.

We have fulfilled our other ethical responsibilities, as applicable, in accordance with the IRBA Codes and in 

accordance with other ethical requirements applicable to performing audits in South Africa. The IRBA Codes are 

consistent with the corresponding sections of the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ Code of 

Ethics for Professional Accountants and the International Ethics Standards Board for Accountants’ International 

Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants (including International Independence Standards) respectively. We 

believe that the audit evidence we have obtained is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion.

Other information
The directors are responsible for the other information. The other information comprises the Directors’ Report as 

required by the Companies Act of South Africa Act No 71 of 2008. The other information does not include the 

financial statements and our auditor’s report thereon.

Our opinion on the financial statements does not cover the other information and we do not express an audit 

opinion or any form of assurance conclusion thereon.

In connection with our audit of the financial statements, our responsibility is to read the other information and, in 

doing so, consider whether the other information is materially inconsistent with the financial statements, or our 

knowledge obtained in the audit, or otherwise appears to be materially misstated. If, based on the work we have 

performed, we conclude that there is a material misstatement of this other information, we are required to report 

that fact. We have nothing to report in this regard.

Responsibilities of the Directors for the Financial Statements
The directors are responsible for the preparation and fair presentation of the financial statements in accordance 

with the International Financial Reporting Standards for SMEs and the requirements of the Companies 

Act of South Africa Companies Act of South Africa Act No 71 of 2008, and for such internal control as the 

directors determine is necessary to enable the preparation of financial statements that are free from material 

misstatement, whether due to fraud or error.

In preparing the financial statements, the directors are responsible for assessing the company’s ability to 

continue as a going concern, disclosing, as applicable, matters related to going concern and using the going 

concern basis of accounting unless the directors either intend to liquidate the company or to cease operations, 

or have no realistic alternative but to do so.

Auditor’s Responsibilities for the Audit of the Financial Statements
Our objectives are to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements as a whole are free 

from material misstatement, whether due to fraud or error, and to issue an auditor’s report that includes our 

opinion. Reasonable assurance is a high level of assurance but is not a guarantee that an audit conducted in 

accordance with ISAs will always detect a material misstatement when it exists. Misstatements can arise from 

fraud or error and are considered material if, individually or in the aggregate, they could reasonably be expected 

to influence the economic decisions of users taken on the basis of these financial statements.

As part of an audit in accordance with ISAs, we exercise professional judgement and maintain professional 

skepticism throughout the audit. We also:

• Identify and assess the risks of material misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to fraud 

or error, design and perform audit procedures responsive to those risks, and obtain audit evidence 

that is sufficient and appropriate to provide a basis for our opinion. The risk of not detecting a material 

misstatement resulting from fraud is higher than for one resulting from error, as fraud may involve 

collusion, forgery, intentional omissions, misrepresentations, or the override of internal control.

• Obtain an understanding of internal control relevant to the audit in order to design audit procedures 

that are appropriate in the circumstances, but not for the purpose of expressing an opinion on the 

effectiveness of the company’s internal control.
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• Evaluate the appropriateness of accounting policies used and the reasonableness of accounting 

estimates and related disclosures made by the directors.

• Conclude on the appropriateness of the directors’ use of the going concern basis of accounting and 

based on the audit evidence obtained, whether a material uncertainty exists related to events or 

conditions that may cast significant doubt on the company’s ability to continue as a going concern. If we 

conclude that a material uncertainty exists, we are required to draw attention in our auditor’s report to 

the related disclosures in the Financial Statements or, if such disclosures are inadequate, to modify our 

opinion. Our conclusions are based on the audit evidence obtained up to the date of our auditor’s report. 

However, future events or conditions may cause the company to cease to continue as a going concern.

• Evaluate the overall presentation, structure and content of the financial statements, including the 

disclosures, and whether the financial statements represent the underlying transactions and events in a 

manner that achieves fair presentation.

We communicate with the directors regarding, among other matters, the planned scope and timing of the audit and 

significant audit findings, including any significant deficiencies in internal control that we identify during our audit.

We also provide the directors with a statement that we have complied with relevant ethical requirements 

regarding independence, and to communicate with them all relationships and other matters that may reasonably 

be thought to bear on our independence, and where applicable, related safeguards.

                                                     
Ngubane & Co. (Jhb) Incorporated Registered Auditors
Director: Nomathamsanqa Ashom 
Registered Auditor
07 April 2022 
Woodmead 

Annual 
Financial 
Statements
Registration number: 2000/002577/08
Annual Financial Statements for the year ended 31 December 2021

Statement of Financial Position as at 31 December 2021

F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D N O T E ( S ) 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

Assets

Non-current assets

Property, plant and equipment 2 266 894 263 847

Current Assets

Trade and other receivables 3 349 693 123 942

Prepayments 4 161 000 193 071

Cash and cash equivalents 5 35 505 173 35 373 274
Total current assets 36 015 866 35 690 287

Total assets 36 282 760 35 954 134

Equity and liabilities

Equity

Retained income 6 742 088 4 537 398

Liabilities

Current liabilities

Provisions 6 556 873 850 402

Trade and other payables 7 28 983 799 30 495 666

Operating lease liabilities 8 – 70 668
Total current liabilities 29 540 672 31 416 736

Total equity and liabilities 36 282 760 35 954 134
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Statement of Comprehensive Income

F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D N O T E ( S ) 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

Revenue 9 32 165 132 31 064 155

Other income 10 49 433 37 155

Administrative expenses 11 (1 354 225) (1 408 974)

Other expenses 12 (29 503 295) (28 625 421)

Other gains and (losses) – (40)
Profit from operating activities 1 357 045 1 066 875

Finance income 13 847 645 1 121 951
Profit for the year 2 204 690 2 188 826

Statement of Changes in Equity

F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D R E TA I N E D 
I N C O M E

T O TA L 
E Q U I T Y

Balance at 01 January 2020 2 348 572 2 348 572

Changes in equity
Profit for the year 2 188 826 2 188 826

Total comprehensive income for the year 2 188 826 2 188 826

Balance at 31 December 2020 4 537 398 4 537 398

Balance at 1 January 2021 4 537 398 4 537 398

Changes in equity
Profit for the year 2 204 690 2 204 690

Total comprehensive income for the year 2 204 690 2 204 690

Balance at 31 December 2021 6 742 088 6 742 088

Statement of Cash Flows

F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D N O T E ( S ) 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

Cash flows (used in) / from operations 

Cash receipts from customers 34 133 913 31 503 474

Cash paid to suppliers and employees (34 635 930) (26 341 185)

Net cash flows (used in) / from operations (502 017) 5 162 289

Interest received 847 645 1 121 951

Net cash flows from operating activities 345 628 6 284 240

Cash flows used in investing activities

Proceeds from sales of property, plant and 
equipment – 12 491

Purchase of property, plant and equipment (213 729) (85 240)

Cash flows from investing activities (213 729) (72 749)

Cash flows from financing activities
Movement in loans to employees – 1 000

Cash flows from financing activities – 1 000

Net increase in cash and cash equivalents 131 899 6 212 491

Cash and cash equivalents at beginning of the year 35 373 274 29 160 783

Cash and cash equivalents at end of the year 5 35 505 173 35 373 274
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Accounting Policies
1. Basis of preparation and summary of significant accounting 

policies
The annual financial statements have been prepared on a going concern basis in accordance with the Interna-
tional Financial Reporting Standard for Small and Medium-sized Entities, and the Companies Act of South Africa 
No. 71 of 2008. The annual financial statements have been prepared on the historical cost basis, and incorporate 
the principal accounting policies set out below.

These financial statements are presented in South African Rands and all financial figures have been rounded to 
the nearest rand.

These accounting policies are consistent with the previous period.

1.1 Significant judgements and sources of estimation uncertainty 

Critical judgements in applying accounting policies

Management did not make critical judgements in the application of accounting policies, apart from those involv-
ing estimations, which would significantly affect the annual financial statements.

Key sources of estimation uncertainty

Useful lives of property, plant and equipment

The company reviews the estimated useful lives of property, plant and equipment when changing circumstances 
indicate that they may have changed since the most recent reporting date.

Impairment testing

The company reviews and tests the carrying value of property, plant and equipment, investment property on the 
cost model and intangible assets when events or changes in circumstances suggest that the carrying amount 
may not be recoverable. When such indicators exist, management determine the recoverable amount by per-
forming value in use and fair value calculations. These calculations require the use of estimates and assump-
tions. When it is not possible to determine the recoverable amount for an individual asset, management assess-
es the recoverable amount for the cash generating unit to which the asset belongs.

Fair value estimation

Several assets and liabilities of the company are measured at fair value.

The valuation process requires management to always first consider whether there is a quoted price in an active 
market for an identical or similar asset. If no such quoted price exists, then the fair value is determined by refer-
ence to a recent binding sale agreement or a recent transaction for an identical or similar asset.

The recent binding sale agreement or transaction is only applied where it is between knowledgeable willing par-
ties in an arms length transaction and where there has not been a significant change in economic circumstances 
or significant time lapse between the date of such agreement or transaction and the measurement date. Where 
there have been significant changes in economic circumstances, then the price is adjusted to determine fair 
value. If there is no quoted price and there have been no recent binding sale agreements or recent transactions 
for the identical or similar assets, then management will determine fair value by applying appropriate valuation 
techniques. Observable market data is used as inputs to the extent that it is available.

1.1 Property, plant and equipment

Property, plant and equipment are tangible assets which the company holds for its own use or for rental to oth-
ers and which are expected to be used for more than one period.

An item of property, plant and equipment is recognised as an asset when it is probable that future economic 
benefits associated with the item will flow to the company, and the cost of the item can be measured reliably.

Property, plant and equipment is initially measured at cost.

Cost includes costs incurred initially to acquire or construct an item of property, plant and equipment and costs 
incurred subsequently to add to, replace part of, or service it. If a replacement cost is recognised in the carrying 
amount of an item of property, plant and equipment, the carrying amount of the replaced part is derecognised.

Expenditure incurred subsequently for major services, additions to or replacements of parts of property, plant 
and equipment are capitalised if it is probable that future economic benefits associated with the expenditure will 
flow to the company and the cost can be measured reliably. Day to day servicing costs are included in profit or 
loss in the period in which they are incurred.

Property, plant and equipment is subsequently stated at cost less accumulated depreciation and any accumulat-
ed impairment losses.

Depreciation of an asset commences when the asset is available for use as intended by management. Depre-
ciation is charged to write off the asset’s carrying amount over its estimated useful life to its estimated residual 
value, using a method that best reflects the pattern in which the asset’s economic benefits are consumed by the 
company.

The useful lives of items of property, plant and equipment have been assessed as follows:

Item Depreciation method Average useful life

Furniture and fixtures Straight line 5 years

Office equipment Straight line 5 years

IT equipment Straight line 3 years

The depreciation charge for each period is recognised in profit or loss unless it is included in the carrying amount 
of another asset.

When indicators are present that the useful lives and residual values of items of property, plant and equipment 
have changed since the most recent annual reporting date, they are reassessed. Any changes are accounted for 
prospectively as a change in accounting estimate.

Impairment tests are performed on property, plant and equipment when there is an indicator that they may be 
impaired. When the carrying amount of an item of property, plant and equipment is assessed to be higher than 
the estimated recoverable amount, an impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss to bring the 
carrying amount in line with the recoverable amount.

An item of property, plant and equipment is derecognised upon disposal or when no future economic benefits 
are expected from its continued use or disposal. Any gain or loss arising from the derecognition of an item of 
property, plant and equipment, determined as the difference between the net disposal proceeds, if any, and the 
carrying amount of the item, is included in profit or loss when the item is derecognised.
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1.1 Intangible asset

An intangible asset is an identifiable non-monetary asset without physical substance.

Intangible assets are initially recognised at cost and subsequently at cost less accumulated amortisation and 
accumulated impairment losses.

Amortisation is provided to write down the intangible assets, on a straight-line basis, as follows:

Item Depreciation method Average useful life

Computer software Straight line 2 years

In cases where management is unable to make a reliable estimate of the useful life of an intangible asset, its best 
estimate is applied, limited to 10 years.

The residual value, amortisation period and amortisation method for intangible assets are reassessed when there 
is an indication that there is a change from the previous estimate.

1.2 Financial instruments

Initial measurement

Financial instruments are initially measured at the transaction price (including transaction costs except in the 
initial measurement of financial assets and liabilities that are measured at fair value through profit or loss) unless 
the arrangement constitutes, in effect, a financing transaction in which case it is measured at the present value 
of the future payments discounted at a market rate of interest for a similar debt instrument.

Financial instruments at amortised cost

These include loans, trade receivables and trade payables. Those debt instruments which meet the criteria in 
section 11.B(b) of the standard, are subsequently measured at amortised cost using the effective interest meth-
od. Debt instruments which are classified as current assets or current liabilities are measured at the undiscount-
ed amount of the cash expected to be received or paid, unless the arrangement effectively constitutes a financ-
ing transaction.

At each reporting date, the carrying amounts of assets held in this category are reviewed to determine whether 
there is any objective evidence of impairment. If there is objective evidence, the recoverable amount is estimated 
and compared with the carrying amount. If the estimated recoverable amount is lower, the carrying amount is 
reduced to its estimated recoverable amount, and an impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or loss.

Leases

A lease is classified as a finance lease if it transfers substantially all the risks and rewards incidental to ownership 
to the lessee. All other leases are operating leases.

Operating leases – lessee

Operating lease payments are recognised as an expense on a straight-line basis over the lease term unless:

• another systematic basis is representative of the time pattern of the benefit from the leased asset, even if 
the payments are not on that basis, or

• the payments are structured to increase in line with expected general inflation (based on published in-
dexes or statistics) to compensate for the lessor’s expected inflationary cost increases.

Any contingent rents are expensed in the period they are incurred.

lmpairment of assets

The company assesses at each reporting date whether there is any indication that property, plant and equipment 
or intangible assets may be impaired.

If there is any such indication, the recoverable amount of any affected asset (or group of related assets) is esti-
mated and compared with its carrying amount. If the estimated recoverable amount is lower, the carrying amount 
is reduced to its estimated recoverable amount, and an impairment loss is recognised immediately in profit or 
loss.

If an impairment loss subsequently reverses, the carrying amount of the asset (or group of related assets) is in-
creased to the revised estimate of its recoverable amount, but not in excess of the amount that would have been 
determined had no impairment loss been recognised for the asset (or group of assets) in prior years. A reversal 
of impairment is recognised immediately in profit or loss.

1.1 Employee benefits

Short-term employee benefits

The cost of short-term employee benefits, (those payable within 12 months after the service is rendered, such 
as leave pay and sick leave, bonuses, and non-monetary benefits such as medical care), are recognised in the 
period in which the service is rendered and are not discounted.

1.2 Provisions and contingencies

Provisions are recognised when the company has an obligation at the reporting date as a result of a past event; 
it is probable that the company will be required to transfer economic benefits in settlement; and the amount of 
the obligation can be estimated reliably.

Provisions are measured at the present value of the amount expected to be required to settle the obligation 
using a rate that reflects current market assessments of the time value of money and the risks specific to the 
obligation. The increase in the provision due to the passage of time is recognised as interest expense.

Provisions are not recognised for future operating losses.

Revenue

Revenue is recognised to the extent that the company has transferred the significant risks and rewards of 
ownership of goods to the buyer, or has rendered services under an agreement provided the amount of revenue 
can be measured reliably and it is probable that economic benefits associated with the transaction will flow to 
the company. Revenue is measured at the fair value of the consideration received or receivable, excluding sales 
taxes and discounts.

Interest is recognised, in profit or loss, using the effective interest rate method.
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Notes to the 
Financial Statements
F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

2. Property, plant and equipment
Balances at year end and movements for the year

Furniture 
and fixtures

Office 
equipment

Computer 
equipment

Computer 
software

 
Total

Reconciliation for the year ended 31 December 2021

Balance at 1 January 2021

At cost 913 144 93 987 842 053 266 380 2 115 564
Accumulated depreciation (789 565) (67 148) (728 624) (266 380) (1 851 717)

Carrying amount 123 579 26 839 113 429 – 263 847

Movements for the year ended 31 December 2021

Additions from acquisitions – – 213 729 – 213 729
Depreciation (102 713) (17 808) (90 161) – (210 682)

Property, plant and equipment at 
the end of the year

 
20 866

 
9 031

 
236 997

 
–

 
266 894

Closing balance at 31 December 2021

At cost 913 144 93 987 1 055 782 266 380 2 329 293
Accumulated depreciation (892 278) (84 956) (818 785) (266 380) (2 062 399)

Carrying amount 20 866 9 031 236 997 – 266 894

Reconciliation for the year ended 31 December 2020

Balance at 1 January 2020

At cost 913 144 91 658 770 485 266 380 2 041 667
Accumulated depreciation (585 348) (46 342) (408 946) (238 632) (1 279 268)

Carrying amount 327 796 45 316 361 539 27 748 762 399

Movements for the year ended 31 December 2020

Additions from acquisitions – 2 330 82 910 – 85 240

Depreciation (204 217) (20 807) (330 176) (27 748) (582 948)
Disposals – – (844) – (844)

Property, plant and equipment at 
the end of the year

 
123 579

 
26 839

 
113 429

 
(0)

 
263 847

Closing balance at 31 December 2020

At cost 913 144 93 987 842 053 266 380 2 115 564
Accumulated depreciation (789 565) (67 148) (728 624) (266 380) (1 851 717)

Carrying amount 123 579 26 839 113 429 – 263 847

F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

3. Trade and other receivables
Trade and other receivables comprise:

Trade receivables 259 736 123 942
Value added tax 89 957 –

349 693 123 942

4. Prepayments
Prepayments comprise the following balances:
Prepayment 161 000 193 071

5. Cash and cash equivalents
Cash and cash equivalents included in current assets:

Cash
Bank balances 35 505 173 35 373 274

6. Provisions
6.1 Provisions comprise:
Provision for leave pay 556 873 850 402

6.2 Provisions for employee benefits:

Leave pay 
provision

 
Total

Balance at 1 January 2021 850 402 850 402

Additions 456 983 456 983
Reversed during the year (408 847) (408 847)

Utilised during the year (341 665) (341 665)

Total changes (293 529) (293 529)

Balance at 31 December 2021 556 873 556 873

6.3 Details of employee benefit provisions:

Leave pay provision

The measurement of the leave pay provision is driven by a vesting obligation where employees are entitled to cash 
payment for unused leave entitled upon leaving the entity. The amount of the obligation will therefore be equal to the 
number of unused leave multiplied by the relevant employee’s gross salary at the reporting date.
Due to the nature of the leave pay provision, the amount and timing of the outflow is uncertain.
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F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

7. Trade and other payables
Trade and other payables comprise:

Trade Payables 218 779 223 196

Amounts received in advance 28 598 353 26 453 254

Refund liability – 86 507

Accrual – Suppliers 166 667 –

Value added tax – 3 732 709

Total trade and other payables 28 983 799 30 495 666

8. Operating lease liabilities
Operating lease liabilities comprise:

Operating lease payable – 70 668

– 70 668

The company entered into a 5-year lease arrangement as a lessee for the office building starting from the 1st of 
April  
2016 and ended on the 31st of March 2021.
The company did not have the option to purchase the office building on completion of the lease term.
A new lease agreement was entered into from the 1st of April 2021, which expires on the 31st of March 2022. 
Since the lease agreement is only valid for one financial year, no operating lease accrual is recognised in the current 
financial year.

9. Revenue
Revenue comprises:

Membership fees 32 165 132 31 064 155

10. Other income
Other income comprises:

Bank SETA, eBucks & Profit on sale of non-current asset 49 433 37 155

F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

11. Administrative expenses
Administrative expenses comprise:

Board Fees 756 235 821 573

Auditors remuneration – Fees 163 072 156 604

Bank charges 14 480 15 068

Subscriptions 67 589 100 154

Telecommunication 352 849 315 575

Total administrative expenses 1 354 225 1 408 974

12. Other expenses
Other expenses comprise:

Call Centre – 30 732

Compensation Commissioner 17 023 17 474

Consulting and professional fees 92 368 204 680

Depreciation 210 682 582 947

Employee cost 24 464 830 22 542 818

Entertainment and travel 2 120 47 570

Equipment rental and maintenance 77 957 112 315

Events 368 408 400 998

Insurance 104 535 86 696

IT Expense 1 248 996 1 042 795

Postage 1 209 2 870

Printing and stationery 18 321 22 880

Promotions 648 524 1 074 773

Rent expense 1 886 731 1 927 771

Repairs and maintenance 112 204 119 175

Staff welfare 46 385 36 630

Training 203 002 372 297

Total other expenses 29 503 295 28 625 421

13. Finance income
Finance income comprises:

Interest received 847 645 1 121 951
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F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

14. Directors and prescribed officer’s remuneration
Executive

2021

Director’s emuluments 
 
 

Travel 
allowance 

& other 
income

 
 

Director  
fees

 
 
 

Total
Services as director or prescribed officer

Advocate JF Myburgh SC 31 475 189 945 221 419

WL Knowler 6 958 132 605 139 563

DLJ Tshepe 132 605 132 605

M Molefe 132 605 132 605

M Hart 130 044 130 044

38 433 717 803 756 235

2020

Director’s emuluments 
 
 

Travel 
allowance 

& other 
income

 
 

Director  
fees

 
 
 

Total
Services as director or prescribed officer

Advocate JF Myburgh SC 31 459 232 742 264 201

PA Beck 54 124 54 124

TN Msibi 61 926 61 926

WL Knowler 18 567 144 332 162 899

DLJ Tshepe 126 290 126 290

M Molefe 72 166 72 166

M Hart 79 967 79 967
50 026 771 547 821 573

Detailed 
Income Statement
F I G U R E S  I N  R A N D N O T E ( S ) 2 0 2 1 2 0 2 0

Revenue 9
Other revenue 32 165 132 31 064 155

Other income 10
Other income 49 433 37 155

Administrative expenses 11
Auditors remuneration – Fees (163 072) (156 604)
Bank charges (14 480) (15 068)
Board fees (756 235) (821 573)
Subscriptions (67 589) (100 154)
Telecommunication (352 849) (315 575)

(1 354 225) (1 408 974)

Other expenses 12
Call Centre – (30 732)
Compensation Commissioner (17 023) (17 474)
Consulting and professional fees (92 368) (204 680)
Depreciation – property, plant and equipment (210 682) (582 947)
Employee costs – salaries (24 464 830) (22 542 818)
Entertainment and travel (2 120) (47 570)
Equipment rental and maintenance (77 957) (112 315)
Events (368 408) (400 998)
Insurance (104 535) (86 696)
IT Expense (1 248 996) (1 042 795)
Postage (1 209) (2 870)
Printing and stationery (18 321) (22 880)
Promotions (648 524) (1 074 773)
Rent expense (1 886 731) (1 927 771)
Repairs and maintenance (112 204) (119 175)
Staff welfare (46 385) (36 630)
Training (203 002) (372 297)

(29 503 295) (28 625 421)

Other gains and losses
Forex gain or loss – trade and other receivables – (40)

Profit from operating activities 1 357 045 1 066 875

Finance income 13
Interest received 847 645 1 121 951

Profit for the year 2 204 690 2 188 826
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In Closing Contact 
Details
Ombudsman for Banking Services 
Banking Ombudsman Call Centre  0860 800 900
Telephone 011 712 1800
Fax 011 483 3212
Email info@obssa.co.za
Website www.obssa.co.za
Media Enquiries  media@obssa.co.za

Registered Office and Physical Address 
Ombudsman for Banking Services  
Ground Floor
34 Fricker Road
Illovo
Johannesburg
2198

Postal Address 
P.O. Box 87056
Houghton
Johannesburg
2041

Company Secretary - Corporate Law Services
Physical Address 
Central Office Park No. 4
257 Jean Avenue
Centurion
0157   

Postal Address
P.O. Box 7750
Centurion
0046

Auditors – Ngubane & Co (Jhb) Inc.
Physical Address
Ngubane House 
1 Superior Road
Midrand
1685

Audited Financial Statements in compliance with the Companies Act 71 of 2008
Prepared: Zelda Standing
Position: Financial Manager
Audited: Ngubane & Co (Jhb) Inc.
Position: Registered Auditors

Future Skies: Ready For Our Next Flights

At the time of writing – the first quarter of 2022 – world 
events have demonstrated once again how valuable 
a crystal ball might be: the uplifting but cautionary 
story of Sadako Sasaki in this report’s introduction 
could easily be echoed today, as dark clouds gathered 
almost out of the blue. 

Nevertheless, the circumstances and the experience 
of the pandemic-clouded years have proven that the 
optimism reflected by the writers of this report, and its 
overall tone, are not misplaced.

If anything, results have shown the Office of the Om-
bud for Banking Services to be more effective, more 
tenacious and stronger than ever by virtue of a steeper 
learning curve than anyone imagined.

More than the health of the Office itself however, we 
are always aware that our fight against fraud is not 
about us in isolation: it’s about protecting consumers 
and South Africa’s banking and financial sector against 
such crime, and where possible, preventing it in the 
real and virtual worlds.

And from that perspective, we believe that the trajec-
tory of the OBS will continue upwards. 




